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Senior Nathan Williams has become an
NCAA leader in tackles after two season-ending injuries and is now an NFL
prospect: Read the entire story on page
lB.

Can't make it to Tent City
this year? Go to
thenews.org on Monday for
video re-caps of the weekend's events.

It's that time of year again. Check
out our special Homecoming section for all the information on
"The Year of the Racer."
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One student spent
a little unwanted
over-time In the
library.
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Students use economy for lea111ing
David Borum
Staff writer
With the constant ups and
downs of the stock market, the
issue of a federal bailout is
weighing heavily on the minds
of many people.
Students and faculty ac 'Mur·
ray State are actually finding the
financial crisis beneficial.
Dean of the College of Busi·
ness and Public Affairs Tim
Todd said the economic state
could be a useful study tool.
"For example," Todd said,
"Dr. David Durr
(endowed chair I. G.S~if'

of economics and finance)
thought it would be a better idea
to merge from normal text-book
curricula, to focus on what is
happening right now because it
is so A-typical."
David Brasfield, chair of the
department of Economics and
Finance, said he agrees.
"I don't believe there is a sin·
gle faculty member (in the busi·
ness college) who has not made
use of this in some way albeit in
ethics, regulations, the nature of
the financial system or bow the
overall economy is affected by
the fmancial economy,'' Bras·
field said.
Both Br asfield and
Todd suggested
it would be
~~~~

Face Off
Find out what stu·
dents have to say
about being pro-life
and pro-choice.

FEATURES. 98

for students to work to improve
their resumes, for the financial
crisis is limiting employment
availability.
Brasfield said troubles with
sub-prime mortgages, and mortgages in general, are the recurring theme, which unfolded into
the ever-present ftnancial crisis.
CNN accounts state within
one year of this week, the DOW
and NASDAQ stock exchanges
have fallen by approximately 30
percent, respectively.
Last week, the U.S. Government passed a $700 billion
bailout plan to buy toxic debts
off bank books.
Brasfield said the U.S. govern·
ment is the only institution
"large enough, and solvent
enough, to buy these bad debts."
Brasfield said the financial
crisis unfolded from high hous·
ing prices and unregulated
mortgages.
The housing market in
the past few years was
ideal
for
sellers
because
housing
pr ices were at a
historic
high
point, Brasfield
said. Driven by
shorHerm profit
goals, banks were
I

The panel e~aluates
foot pads mearit to
extract toxinsfrom
the skin. See their
verdict Inside.

Rates higher at main campus
than extended campuses
Robin Phelps
News Editor
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Since September Public Safety
received and dispersed 11,0000 Annual
Security Reports.
The reports were sent to students, fac·
ulty and staff, extended campuses and
placed thrnughout the University cam·
pus in Murray.
The report shows statistics including
information about crimes reported to
Public Safety on and off campus. The cat·
egories of crimes include assaults, robberies, sex offenses, wanton endanger·
ment, terroristic threatening, drug and
alcohol-related violations. weapon pos·
sessions and theft.
Reports are at several locations,
including Sparks HaU first floor, Wells
Hall, Office of Equal Opportunity, Health
Services, the Housing Office located at
Roy Stewart Stadium, Student Affairs in
Ordway Hall, the lobby in Public Safety
and the information desk in the Curris
Center.
"The safety and security of our stu·
dents, faculty, staff and visitors is always
our fl.rst priority," David Devoss, director
of Public Safety and Emergency Manage·
ment, said in a letter addressing the
Annual Security Report on the Public
Safety Web site and in the security
report. "With the support of other
departments and agencies, we continu·
ously strive to keep our campus safe and
secure. However, a truly safe campus can
only be achieved through the coopera·
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tion of all students, faculty, staff and visitors.
"We hope (recipients) will read this
information carefully and use it to help
foster a safe environment for (everyone)
on campus. We are proud to say we are
among the safest university communities."
While the statistics in the security
repor t lists crimes in Kentucky cities
Henderson. Madisonville Paducah and
Hopkinsville, campuses with the most
abundant crimes were reported for the
Murray State's central campus.
Of the 105 reports of drug-related via-,
lations, 44 percent occurred in the residential colleges, according to the report.
Of 71 burglary crimes reported, 59 per·
cent occurred in the residential colleges.
Eleven percent 291 thefts were report·
ed from callers in the residential col·
leges.
The most prevalent crimes reported
with the highest increase were drugrelated violations and arson, both of
which nearly doubled from 2005 to 2007.
Public Safety Major, Jody Cash said the
crimes recorded in Public Safety's Annu·
al Security Report only reports crimes
called in.
He said the most underreported crimes
were .sexual assault and harassment,
whose callers or victims are confidentially referred to the Women's Center.
Consistently ranked as a safe school by
U.S. News, Kiplingers and World Report,
Cash said the figures from the report are
credible.
Said Cash: "We get a pretty good pic·
ture of what's going on campus.''
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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University
expands
with new

PMBA

Partly cloudy

time, if the value of your assets
fall, you c:m still pay off your
depositors," Brasfield said.
"Many institutions found they
didn't have enough capital."
Brasfield said it was difficult
to know what the bonds were
worth.
"We didn't know what the
percentage of the borrowers
would default," Brasfield said.
"It became very difficult to put a
price on these things, and the
prices therefore plummeted."
During the process, Brasfield
said, government regulations, or
the lack thereof, allowed illegitimate insurers to sell these bond
holders insurance. Like the
bankers before them. the "insurers" were driven by short•term
profit goals, and when the time
came where the bondholders
asked for insurance to rescue
their defaulted bonds, the insurers "didn't have enough money
to pay them off."
Brasfield said most of the
bonds are good.
Said Brasfield: "There is only
a 5 percent default rate among
these bonds, and if it doesn't get
much worse we're still looking
at a decent value."
David Borum can be reached
at david.borum@nwrraystate.edu.

-1.--~------

Report: Murray campus
tops list of crime activity

WHAT'S INSIDE.

VIDEOS:
• What are students
looking forward to
at Homecoming?

making mortgages that were
"not properly documented."
Brasfield sald banks were
making mortgages to people
with low or no credit history.
The mortgage was then sold in
the form of a bond to a third
party.
"The banks did not worry
about the credit history of the
borrower," Brasfield said. "For
once they sold mortgage-backed
bonds; it quickly became someone else's problem."
Brasfield said by making
mortgages to those without
credible credit history, banks
were selling empty promises.
According to a BBC timeline,
the global economy witnessed
an astounding rate of mortgage
foreclosures at the end of 2007.
The low-credit borrowers
were unable to pay their· bills,
and entities holding considerable amounts of mortgagebacked bonds were relying on
an overwhelming surplus of bad
credit.
"When mortgages that back a
bond are no longer available, the
bonds naturally lose their
value," Brasfield said.
Government
regulations
require lenders to hold enough
capital so that "at any point in

program

Photo illustration by Emily Cartwright/Tilt> News

Murray State polleeenforce safety on campus. Theft Is the most common crime accordlnQ to the

Annual Security Reports.
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"Classes are held on Friday
nights and Saturdays," McCuan
said. "In addition there is some
Web augmentation, like on
Blackboard."
The PMBA program started
last week with 22 students rang·
ing in age from 25 to 45.
"I think it's important for people to realize that they are never
too young or too old to receive a
good education,'' McCuan said.
Robert McGaughey, retired
ch airman of journalism and
adjunct professor, is one of the
faculty for the program.

McGaughey said he and Bob
Valentine, journalism senior lecturer, are teaching courses in
advertising, public relations and
communication.
"I think the major benefit is
we're going to have alumni in
Madisonville, (Ky.)," McGaugh·
ey said. "These people are going
to be business owners or work
for the Trover Clinic or at the
GE plant. They can give jobs to
future Murray State graduates."
Amanda Crider can be reached
at amanda.crider@murraystate.
edu.

------------------~-

Amanda Crider
Staff writer
In an effort to expand University enrollment and expand out·
reach to the region, Murray
State has started a Professional
Masters of Business Administration program in Madisonville,
Ky.
Tim Todd, dean of the College
of Business and Public Affairs,
said the new Madisonville program will benefit both the Uni·
versity and the region.
"The idea originated ~rom the

standpoint of the college of business trying to position itself to
help Dr. Dunn's vision of the
University," Todd said. "This is
an outreach program to enhance
growth. I think this is a win-win
for everyone."
Administrative assistant to
the Dean of the College of Business and Public Affairs, LaDon·
na McCuan, is the director of the
PMBA program. McCuan said
the concept for the program
began almost two years ago and
is designed for the working professional.

Za

News Editor. Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor: Mia Walters
Phone: 809-4468
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This week ------~----Saturday
·3 p.m. Homecoming Foot·
ball vs. Tennessee Tech;
Roy Stewart
Stadium, free

Now Playing
Cinema International
"PPprlb• (JapaA):
Tonight-Saturday
~ere"

(Canada):
Friday ..oct. 18

"No BDd in Sfsbt'" (USA):
Oct. ~-25
Movies ~ at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is tree.

Police Beat
Oct. I
12:06 a.m. Murray State Police

'
•
•
•
•
•

at Regents College parking lot
issued a citation to Mutlaq
Alqassem, freshman from Mur·
ray, for disregarding a stop sign.
1!06 a.m. Murray State Police at
16th Street issued a citation to
Justin Davis, freshman from
Symsonia, Ky., for a passenger
not wearing a seatbelt.
1:28 a.m. Murray State Police at
16th Street issued a citation to
Joshua King, junior from Hopkinsville, Ky., for not wearing a
seatbelt.

Oct.2
• 12:1S a.m. A caller from Olive
Boulevard
reported
two
females and two males took a
siren off of a building and were
going down Olive Boulevard.
No contact was made with the
' individuals. An. officer took a
... rep_ort.
; 9-l4 a.m. Murray State Police at
• 16th and Main streets issued a
citation to Tristan Holmes,
senior from White Plains, Ky.,

for not wearing a seat belt. Verbal warnings were issued for
license not in position and no
Ky. registration receipt.
4:08 p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested a Murray State officer take a report
regarding an on campus incident in which an individual
intimidated another ·with a knife.

Oct.3
6:53 p.m. The residence director at Richmond College reported no hot water in the building.
9:03 p.m. A caller at the Curris
Center reported 10 juveniles in
the area were asked to leave
twice by the building supervisor. An officer told the juveniles to leave campus.
ll:1S p.m. An officer at Hart
College reporfed individuals
smoking on the fourth floor
west stairwell. The front desk
was notified.

illuminated license plate.
l:S7 p.m. A person at Public
Safety reported receiving a
threatening letter from a student. An officer took a report
for third degree terroristic
threatening.
S:SO p.m. The resid~nce direc·
tor at Richmond College
reported the smell of a dead
animal on the fourth floor.

Oct. S

Oct.4

1!07 a.m. Murray State Police at
16th Street issued a citation to
Kassandra Johnson, junior
from Louisville, Ky., for having
an expired registration.
S:SO p.m. A resident advisor at
Hart College reported a student dropped keys down an
elevator shaft. Central Plant
was notified.
9-.26 p.m. A caller from Regents
College parking lot reported
they backed into another vehicle. An officer took an accident
report.

at North 16th Street issued a
citation to Dustin Taylor, nonstudent from Owensboro, Ky.,
for speeding and not having an

12:18 a.m. A caller from Hart
College reported a student
dropped keys down an eleva·

12:06 a.m; Murray State Police

Oct.6

tor shaft. Central Plant was
notified.
4:10p.m. A caller from 16th and
Miller streets reported a group
of people with signs at the
intersection obstructing the
view. An officer checked the
area and found the people
were not blocking view at that
time.
7:37 p.m. The residence director at Elizabeth College requested to speak with an officer to
report a possible sexual assault.
An officer took a report and the
investigation is ongoing.

Oct. 7
7:32a.m. A caller from · North
Farm reported a person wandering around the area, looking
for a ride home. Officers
checked the area and did not
fmd the person. The Murray
Police Department was notified.
3:37 p.m. A caller from the
SiJIDa Chi bouse reported
items were taken from the
bouse, which were found in the
Main Street parking lot. The
Murray Police Department
was notified.
3:4S p.m. Murray State Police

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week secticm.
fill out a form ill the Murray State
News ()ffice at W Wllson Hall. &x
to 809-3175 or e--maillnformadoo to
thcmews@murrayttate.edu.
Please submit events by WeU&
days at noon. We caDDOt ~ee
all items received will be published.

at Public Safety issued a cita·

tion to Daniel Oetken. freshman from Louisville, Ky., for
receiving stolen property under
$300.

Oct.8
9-34 a.m. It was reported that
three people were walking
toward campus in hockey
masks and acting strange. Officers found the people, asked
them to leave campus and not
to wear the masks on campus.
12:56 p.m. Murray State Police
at Public Safety issued a citation WilsonAina,junior from
Louisville, Ky., for theft by
unlawful taking less than $300.
2:26 p.m. Murray State Police
at Public Safety i-.sued a citation
to Jeffrey Alfir, freshman from
Louisville, Ky.. for receiving
stolen property less than $300.

to

2:28 p.m. Murray State Police
at Public Safety issued a citation to Heath Mays, freshman
from Gilbertsville, Ky., for receiving stolen property less than $300.
2:41p.m. Murray State Police at
Public Safety issued a citation to
Christopher Fountain, senior
from Paducah, Ky., for theft by
unlawful taking less than $300.
ll:S3 p.m. Murray State Police
at North 16th Street arrested
David Reason, sophomore
from Benton, Ky., for driving
under the influence and disregarding a stop sign.
Motorist assists • 2
Racer escorts - 1
Arrc~ts

-1

Mia Walters compiles Police
Beat with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.

'·
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Study night program promotes students' education
fore increasing the number of minorities on Murray
State's campus.
Olympia Stewart, retention specialist in the Marvin D.
~ills Multicultural Center, said Hump Night is a fun way
to encourage students to study.
"It helps when students see their peers getting work
done," she said. "The goal of Hump Nitc is to motivate
our students to be focused."
Stewart said tutors arc available for students needing
extra help with studies. Faculty and staff arc also welcome to attend the program to provide extra assistance.
Students attending Hump Night may enjoy free food
sponsored by different campus organizations weekly,
Stewart said.
Lauren Carter, freshman from Louisville, Ky.. attends
Hump Night to work on homework and projects.
"It's great," she said. "I get a lot of studying done, and
they feed us."
In addition to Hump Night. the Multicultural Center
advocates retention by providing scholarships for minority students, which allows for service opportunities. The
Multicultural Center also sponsors the Emerging Scholars
Institute and other academic skills programs.
"It takes a campus to retain a student," Carthell said.
"Our office tries to ensure students are supported and
empowered. Students that take advantage of our services
and others across the campus are more successful, and I
think have a better overall experience at Murray State
University."

Megan Locke
Staff writer
The Marvin D. Mills Multicultural Center hopes to
boost minority retention through a program called 'Hump
Nite Study Night.'
The program allows students to come together from 4
to 7 p.m. each Wednesday to study. The program takes
place on the third floor of the Curris Center, in the Mississippi and Tennessee rooms, and is geared toward
mainly minority students, though all students may attend.
For every type of student, there is a way to study at
Hump Night. One study room is set aside as a quiet room.
In another room, students are allowed to socialize while
studying. Other students choose to spread out acro~s the
third floor of the Curris Center to work in smaller groups.
S.G. Carthell, director of African American Student Services and Ethnic Programs, said so far the sessions are
successful.
"We average 60-65 students per week," he said. "Hump
Night includes group and individual study, tutoring and
Information sharing."
. According to the University's 2007-08 Fact Book, 8 percent of the student body is comprised of minorities. In
2007, about 6 percent of the minority population was
African-American.
"Retention of first-year African-American students has
increased from 63 percent to 69 percent over the last four
years," Cartbell said.
Programs such as Hump Night establish a way to help
keep students in school and engaged in class work, there-

Megan Locke can be reached at megan.Jockc@
murraystate.edu.

Lauren Bell/The N~ws

Students study at 'Hump Nite Study Night on the third floor of theCurrls Center aspart
of an Initiative through African American Student Services and Ethnic Programs.

501 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-767-1627
314 Main St.
Hazel, KY 42049
270-492-6392

11 a.m.· 10 p.m.
7 Days a week

0
coer

We can take reservations for groups
up to 50 people.

A
WELCOME TO BRINN'SI
Complete Automotive Service & Repair Garage
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE
OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 4 YEARS

-CerHfled mechanics o: duty
-Computer diagnostics_ - - - - -Brakes, tune-u
-Mechanical
-Gas & diesel oil ch
-A/C service & repai

-Come
Murray Stnto Un ivc1·sity

r Policy!

The Golden
Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

BRINN' S

Cdalition for Alcohol Risk Education

Sat.
8 a.m. - NOON

QU.AI.ITY SERVICE & LUBE, INC
507 S. 12th St.

•

Murray

•

MSU

270-759-Q003

Statistic from MSU Spring 2008 National College Health Assessment (n=771 ).
For more information, contact: Judy,lyle@MurrayState.edu or call270-809-3809.
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Opinion Editor. Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Damp Homecoming?
Adhering to·the 'red cup rule' when tailgating should be acceptable
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News.
Pigskin, porn poms, parades - what
more could you ask for during the traditional Homecoming celebration?
Each year students, faculty and staff
don their navy and gold to show spirit
during the football game while reflecting
on memories of yesteryear.
Yet, unlike other universities' Homecoming celebrations, there is something
missing from the pre game festivities:
Alcoholic beverages.
.
The Kentucky attorney general has
argued that a state university campus is a
"public place" and the school buildings

located thereon are public buildings, so
the drinking of alcoholic beverages on
campus or in the buildings is a violation
of Kentucky law.
Furthermore, the possession or consumption of alcohol on Murray State's
campus is also illegal, according to the
Student Handbook.
So, why then at other public universities are students, parents and partons
alike allow to consume alcohol at their
football tailgating events?
Some rules are more steadfast than others. Schools want high attendance and
support, while students want to drink.
Football and beer just go hand in hand,
but why go to a Murray State tailgate

party and get hassled when you can pregame at Nick's with a frothy beer in
hand?
The Murray State News contends there
should be a little wiggle room when it
comes to tailgating. While no public Kentucky university can actually condone
drinking at a university-sponsored event
- think about it, the conservative nondrinkers would have a conniption fit there is the unwritten "red cup rule."
To encourage higher attendance at
games, The News argues moderate alcohol consumption by those of age would
not be the end of the world.
As long as students and fans drink
responsibly, (have designated drivers,

refrain from binge drinking) and act
appropriately (no fighting, littering or
puking all over the parking lot), they
should be able to drink what they want.
The "red cup rule" is already in place at
many other universities who have big
tailgating events, such as the University
of Kentucky or Western Kentucky. Why
can't Murray State students and fans be
treated like responsible adults like other
students are on their campuses?
The News hopes the University and the
campus police will entertain the idea of
"red cup rule" at the upcoming Homecoming tailgate. We just want to support
our team, have fun and be college students for a little longer.

- - -----------------

what do you think•••

Ho~~tecottting

Hottteco~it1Q at

would allowing alcohol at tailgating increase participation?

everywhere else

Murray State

"Yes. As long as everyone isn't getting
wasted and starting fights, there shouldn't
be any problems."
Kevin Ethridge • Murray, Ky.
junior

"Yes. Responsible alcohol consumption is
part of the tailgating experience."
Kristin Rose • luka,lll.
sophomore

'

1

Devon Saxton· Mayfield, Ky.
freshman

Emily Cartright IThf' News

Your voice

Letters

Obama isn't 'palling around with terrorists'

Wesley
Bolin
Wesley Bolin is a
visiting student

from
Murray, Ky.

'·

Gov. Sarah Palin. in an attempt to check the
free-fall toward insignificance becoming the
McCain presidential campaign. recently went on
the attack: "Our opponent ... is someone who sees
America. it seems, as being so imperfect, imperfect enough, that he's palling around with terror• ists who would target their own country ... This is
not a man who sees America like you and I see
America." she said to supporters in Englewood.
Colo. "We see America as a force of good in this
world. We see an America of exceptionalism."
Palin referred to the link between Obama and
William Ayers, member of the Weather Underground in the Vietnam era, citing a New York
Times front page story as evidence. Palin neglected to mention the article's conclusion, namely
that "the two men do not appear to have been
close."
This is how close the two men aren't: Obama
hasn't e-mailed or talked to Ayers on the phone
since joining the U.S. Senate in 2005, and only
knew Ayers vaguely beforehand. The two served
on the boards of two charitable organizations
together and Ayers lives in Obama's neighborhood, where early on in Obama's political career
in 1995, Ayers hosted an event in his home for
Obama.
At the time Oba.ma was unaware of Ayers' radical past. This wasn't simple ignorance, either;
Ayers' brief notoriety in the 1970s had long since
ended, and he didn't return to the public light
until a 2001 New York Times article. Obama has
since condemned Ayers, summing him up as
"somebody who engaged in detestable acts 40
years ago, when I was 8."'
Now, on to brass tacks.
Palin herself has been associated for some time
with the Alaska Independence Party. The party is
a radical secessionist group whose founder, Joe
Vogler. once said "the fues of hell are frozen glac-
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iers compared to my hatred for the American government '" and I won't be buried under their damn
flag ... I'm an Alaskan, not an American. I've got no
use for America or her damned institutions."
Palin has attended the AlP convention on at
least two occasions and addressed the convention
by video as governor this year, saying "Your party
plays an important role in our state's politics. I've
always said that competition is so good, and that
applies to political parties as well. I share your
party's vision of upholding the constitution of our
great state ... So I say good luck on a successful
and inspiring convention. Keep up the good work,
and God bless you."
Keep up that good, America-bating, treasonsupporting work, conventioners and God Bless.
I can understand thinking convention attendance isn't particularly damning, and having made
a video address to such an organization, even
from the office of governor, could be thought
inconsequential by some. But that's not all, folks.
Todd Palin, often called Alaska's "shadow governor," was himself a registered member of the AlP
from 1995 to 2002, coincidentally the year his wife
first ran for state office.
I'm having a difficult time finding the connection between the "Country First" ticket and support of a radical secessionist group whose own
motto is a polar (get it, because they are Alaskans)
opposite: "Alaska First. Alaska Always." That in
addition to Vogler saying the frres of hell were
mere frozen glaciers when compared to his hatred
for America, seems a bit off-message.
Alternate America-hating quote: "We Alaskans
may have 60 words for snow, but that's ll couple
million words too few to describe how much I
hate those dirty continentals." The McCain/Palin
campaign must be in dire straits indeed to attack
Obama on an issue where they themselves are far
more vulnerable.

the news editorial board
Ashley Edwards
Editor·in·Chief • 809·68n
Robin Phelps
News Editor • 809·4468
Alalna Zanin
Opinion Editor • 809-5873
Whitney Harrod
Features Editor • 809·5871

McCain, McConnell not good for Americans

Alison Muoler

Sports Editor • 809·4481

Erika Forberg
Advertising Manager • 809·4478
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809·5878
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809-2998

Dear Editor,
It does not make sense for Kentucky voters to
deliver the state's eight electoral votes to John
McCain and at the same time send Mitch McConnell
back to the Senate for a fifth six-year term.
McConnell is one of the biggest pork barrel
spenders in the Senate.
He constantly boasts of the money he brings to our
state. McCain promises to put an end to pork barrel
spending. McConnell and McCain are far apart on
spending issues involving earmarks and the financing of political campaigns.
How can a Kentucky resident vote for the change
McCain says he will bring to Washington, and also
vote to re-elect McConnell, who will do everything
he can to maintain the failing status quo? McConnell
is a partisan politician who is joined at the hip with
President Bush's Iraq War and economic policies.
He is notorious for his filibustering and obstructing legislation pushed by the opposing party.
It is no wonder so little gets done for the American
people. By voting for McCain and McConnell, middle class voters and those who are poor will be voting against their own economic self-interests.
If America and Kentucky want to continue to go in
the wrong direction, vote for McCain and
McConnell on Election Day.

- Paul Whiteley, Louisville, Ky.
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Should abortion be illegal?

No

Yes
Life begins
before second
thoughts
Are you bearing a lot of the
same talk on the subject of abortion?
Personally, if I had a quarter
for every unresolved argument I
have beard about "choice," I
could pay for my Murray State
tuition.
Some say this is an issue that
will never be reconciled. I say we
are just not asking the right question.
The essential question in this
issue is not whether a woman is
losing rights over her body or if
the unborn will be a "wanted
child." The heart of this issue
does not come down to theories
of the world's overpopulation or
the unborn being conceived in
rape.
All of these trappings can be
navigated and settled if we can
answer just one question: Are
the unborn fully human?
The persistent conspiracy of
language will now get a little
thick, so bear with me.
The words "fully human" seem
to imply a lot. There are a few
things, however, not considered
when categorizing what is
human.
Being human has nothing to do
with how developed a person is.
A toddler is no less human
than a 30-year-old man, even
though he is much less devel·
oped physically and mentally.
There is no need to include
dependency in this definition,
because if a baby ,is dependent
on an incubator, that ·does not
lessen its level of humanity.
Environment is a non-factor as
well. It makes no difference
where you are currently sucking
oxygen - in the womb or in
your dorm. This clears away so
much dealing With where and
how an individual is, and focuses
more on what an individual is.
· At the moment of conception,
according to Developmental
Stages in Human Embryos and
any other legitimate science
book, life begins. In the newly
formed organism, there exists all
the genetic information necessary for the maturation of its
entire body. This includes bones,
organs, hair, fingernails and the
ever-significant heart whose
beat can be detected as soon as
day 35.
Life is present, and not just any
life. The "blob of cells," as it is so

Mother's
rights trump
unborn baby

Mary Redding

junior
.· from
Howardstown, Ky.
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I am pro-choice because I
believe it is a woman's right to
choose if she wants an abortion
or not.
Granted, I realize this is the
blanket statement to what
being pro-choice is, but I agree
with it fully. I believe there are
other and better methods of
contraception like condoms
and birth control pills as well as
different options for unwanted
pregnancies. I also want to
state I do not support abortion
as a method of birth control
and 1 never will.
I • acknowledge there are
cases in which the options are
severely limited.
I hope when a woman makes
the choice to abort her fews, it
is due to an extreme and
untreatable medical circumstance. I am not saying it is OK
with any sort of disability, as I
have a handicapped brother,
through whom I see day-to-day

often titled, is no mere body tis·
sue that could morph into a
giraffe or a part of your appendix. It is a human being. It is the
youngest of our human race.
With all of this laid out by reliable science, it is just a matter of
connecting the dots.
Abortion is the ending of
unborn life, the very same life
that science and logic tell us is a
human being.
In a rational and lasting society, the taking of an innocent
human life cannot be acceptable.
Regardless of moral background, religious preference or
value system, the killing of innocent human life does not fit into
the universal language of good.
All the gray area of this issue
now plays second fiddle to the
fact that abortion takes the life of
a human being. With that said,
let the entrenched rhetoric
cease, and let the real discussion
begin.

The candidate's VIews
I

McCain: Voted for the Prohibit Partial Birth AbOrtion bill in 2003 and •yes• for Pnilliblt·
lnq funds for Groups that Perform Abortions amendment In 2007. Believes Roe v. Wade is
a flawed decision that must be overturned. Supports Supreme Court rUling upholdltiQ the
Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act.
Palin: Opposes abortion In all cases lndUdinQ rape and Incest except wt1en a mother's
life is In dallQff. says she believes Roe v. Wide sllould be overturned and the decision

Qlven to the states.

•

Obama: oPPoses any constitutional amendment to overturn the Supreme Court's deCIsion in Roe v Wade. Disagreed with Supreme Court ruling to uphold the "Partiaa Birth Allor·
tion Ban Act." Did not cast a vote on Prohibiting funds 'for GrouP$ that Perform AbortliDRs
amendment in Z007.
Blden: Supports the Supreme Court's decision in Roe v. Wade that protects a woman's
right to choose. Supports the ban on partiaHHrth abortion. Opposes pl.lbiiC funding for

abortions.

Pure capitalist,
turning socialist?

Kate Morosky
junior
from
Erie, Penn.
the struggles he faces and the
chronic pain he lives in.
When a fetus is affected by
AIDS, incest, drugs or carries
some genetic . trait that would
inhibit its ability to live and
prosper, I think abortion is a
very real option and should be
seriously considered.
Worse yet is the scenario of
when a woman is a victim of
rape or becomes pregnant
through an incestuous relationship. I think there needs to be
options beyond adoption or to
keep and raise the cliild on
their own. There are many circumstances that cannot be lim·
ited to merely rape, incest and
health in which a woman
deserves to make the best decision for her life and well-being.
1 cannot understand why
someone would argue for the
"rights of a fetus" but deny the
right to a potential mother to
live. whose health is greatly
compromised from carrying for
a full term.
I do not support teens terminating their pregnancies for
convenience, but can see being
· a teen parent is not ideal for
anyone involved.
Once schools are able to
eliminate abstinence only sex
education and varying methods
of contraceptives are made eas·
ily accessible to people of all
ages, I feel abortion, at least in
regards to teenage pregnancies,
wiU oe nearly eliminated.
More time and education
should be spent on educating
teens about sexual relations. r
feel this would also prevent
teen pregnancy and have an
effect on sexually transmitted
diseases.
I wish for women of all ages
to act responsibly when it
comes to having sex and hope
to continuously see the number
of abortions on decline. I hope
women will not use abortions
as a method of birth control.
No woman ever achieves conception thinking she wants an
abortion and I strongly believe
this.
Making abortion illegal will
not solve all problems.
Through it all, there are
women who have very few
options and because unfortu·
nate situations arise, we must
provide women with choice.

Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
Megan
Locke
Staff
writer

"I like the parade.
I always see a lot of people, and I
sneak candy before passing it out
to kids along the route."

Mia
Walters
Assistant
News Editor

"My favorite Homecoming
memory was working in the
Honors Program tent at Tent City
last year. Who doesn't like
walking tacos and lemon
shake-ups?"

Derek
Nance
Cartoonist

"Definitely float building. Who
doesn't love staying up till
four in the morning pomping
and paper macheing?
It's every man's dream."

I believe in secondchances. Sure, why
not? Everyone makes
mistakes. I know I do,
at least, and I don't
think I should hold
anyone else to a higher
standard than myself.
That being said, I've
Alaina
never made a $700 bilZanJn
lion dollar mistake, so
maybe I should hold
other people to higher standards than
myself.
So, as I'm sure you already know, the
economy is in the crapper right now, and
the American public has been left to wonder, "How the hell did we get here?"
I don't profess to be a economist, or
even a business major, but J am a student
who is about to graduate and who is
more than a little concerned about the
economy and the job market.
So how did we get here?
Well, it goes all the way back to the
American dream.
We want it all. We want the gargantuan
house in the Hills. We want the Beemer,
Prada shoes. Coach bag and Abercrombie
jeans. We want the best schools, gourmet
food, diamonds and Rolexes. We want to
keep up with the Jones.
We want excess, surplus, profit.
Like Mr. Jefferson, we're moving on up.
And why not? We work hard. We're
Americans, the strongest country in the
world. We believe in capitalism and survival of the fittest. The economy regulates itself.
But, then our egotistical bubbles felt
the pin prick of reality. Pure capitalism
doesn't factor in the human part. The part
where our risk exceeds our assets.
Adjustable rate mortgages kicked in
and house payments increased. Gas rose
over $100 a barrel. Greed came back to
bite us right in the butt. Karma baby.
People couldn't pay their mortgage on
houses they could barely afford in the
first place. These loans, after being
bought up by large companies, were
chopped up and sold at huge profits.
When people defaulted on their loans,
these huge companies, like AIG. who had
been making billions and billions of dollars in profits off buying and selling other
people's risk, also crumbled.
"So, politicians, what are we to do?"
cried the greedy, poor CEO's. "We paid
for your campaign, we got you elected.
We're going bankrupt, bail us out."
As a taxpayer, this is somewhat confusing to me. Wasn't America right? We
believe in capitalism, if I'm not mistaken,
not socialism.
But, I do get it. Even though the bailout
bill will not prevent our economy from
going into a recession, I realize we need
to keep the insurance companies alive for
our economy to survive.
We have to have credit, to grease the
wheels of our economy and without the
bailout, the credit crisis will continue to
spiral out of control. We won't be able to
get loans for cars, houses or our businesses.
I do believe in second chances, but not
third and fourth chances.
If we are supposedly the greatest coun·
try in the world, where was the business
world's civic responsibility? No, we're
capitalistic, machiavellian. individualistic, right? Unless white-collar Americans
need help.
After taxpayers shell out $700 billion to
Wall Street tycoons, I'm sure they'll be
more than happy to change their poor
business practices, even if it affects their
bottom line - especially with their great
track record of empathy and sympathy
for the public.
Hello! Where was the federal regulation? With their hands in the cookie jar, of
course, it's just too damn tempting.
Alii can really say is: Politicians, please
do not screw this up any more than you
already have. I know some things are out
of your control such as inflation, currency depreciation and higher interest rates,
but $700 billion in taxes better be spent
wisely.
I hope we have all learned a lesson
here: To live within our means.
It's OK to work hard and dream big, but
live in reality not on credit.
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alain.a.zanin@murraystate.edu.
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Administrators ·
recommend
residential college
system
·

University stresses
volunteer, service,
community work
B ailey Kercheval
Staff \\'Titer
Murray is a home away from
home for several thousand students
every year. Because of this, man y
students choose to give back to the
community.
Re'Nita Avery-Meriwether, stu·
dent life associate, said students are
great volunteers.
"You have to have a passion for
what yo u're doing," she said. "Stu·
dents have many talents and ways
to give. They have hobbies and
desires, and that is where they feel
like they can make an impact."
Students, such as Lindsey Becker,
junior from Evansville, Ind., are
doing just that - acting on their passion for helping others.
.
Becker leads the volunteer group
Reaching Our Campus and Community through the Baptist Campus
Ministry.
"Through this group, we hope to
show love through acts of service
to our fellow students and also the
community as a whole," she said via
e-mail.
Becker said community service is
important for students because it
gets them out of their usual social
circles in an effort to help others.

"Volunteering opens students'
eyes to a world of needs that we
have the ability to meet," she said.
"As college students, we are able to
empower, inspire, aid and encourage others. I believe that we are
called to serve people."
Becker is not alone in her belief.
Michael Windle, junior from
Owensboro, Ky., said be is an
active volunteer, but fmding time
while taking classes is difficult. He
said be volunteers his time through
his residential college honor society, Lamda Zeta Omicron.
"It is an outlet for people with
ideas and desires to help the com·
munity around them, are always
opportunities to help and give back
to your community, even if you are
busy. Students just have to be
proactive in fmding it," Windle said.
Windle said Residential College
Council meetings are 1!\reat
resources for students to learn
about what's going on around campus and in Murray.
One University-lead service project is the Backpack Program. It is
a weekly, take-home food program
started by Needline for children in
pre-school through fifth grade.
According to the program's
information brochure, many chil·

__ ..., • --- ---- ----

Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer

1

Robin Phelps/The N ews

University President Randy Dunn. Ashok Babu Kolla. senior fromIndia, and Mike
Basile, director for the Institution for International Students. plant atree at the corner of 16th and Main streets on Thursday.
dren in the Murray-Galloway area
go an entire weekend with little or
no food.
Robin Taffler, service-learning
coordinator, said there are 170 children in Calloway County who qualify for the program.
"What we really need is food or
money,·• she said. "With the current
state of the economy, Needline is
not getting the food donations they
need to fill the bags to send home
with kids. If 700 students give just
$1, that would take care of this
problem!'
Taffler said students can also use
leftover money on their meal plans
to purchase a food item to donate.
Easy-to-prepare and non-perishables, such as granola bars or pudding cups are accepted.
University President Randy
Dunn formally kicked off the Back·

pack Program Thursday at inter·
section of 16th and Main streets
where he plnnted a tree alongside
Mike Basile, director for the Institution for International Students
and Ashok Babu Kolla, senior from
India and president of the Indian
Student Association.
Tonia Casey, seven-year director
of Murrfly-Calloway County's
Needline, said she is thankful to
students who volunteer and donate.
..It's so important because it's
helping meet a need that, if it wasn't for Murray State we couldn't
have it because it is a large program," Casey said.
Backpack Program donation bins
are located in the Curris Center,
Winslow, Fast Track and the resi·
dential colleges.
Hailey Kercheval can be reached
at hailey.kerchcval@murrnysmte.edu.

------r----~-

Students participate in undergraduate research
AshleeCobb
Staff writer
The Office of Undergraduate Research and
Scholarly Activity at Murray State has awarded three
Research Scholar Fellowships to students across the
academic spectrum.
The Research Scholar
Fellowships are received
by students who show
potential for outstanding
research and dedication.
Students receiving thiS'
award receive a total package of $3,000 dollars, which
includes a $2,000 dollar
stipend.

Receiving a fellowship is
a great achievement and
Jody Cofer, URSA Program
Specialist, said there is a
great demand for these
awards, but not enough
money to band out.
"Three out of 12 proposals were awarded fellowships this year. T his
implies bow highly competitive these awards are,"
Cofer said. ;.The URSA
Grants are given to stu·
dents in the amount of $500
dollars for equipment and
supplies, but the Fellowships actually give the student a paycheck to com·
plete the research along

with the money for materials.''
Angela Hatton, senior
from Murray, is one of the
fellowship recipients. She
and
fellow
classmate
Angela Walther, senior
from Pleasurevllle, Ky.,
have a joint research proposal, "Mary Peach Collier
Research."
Investigating 19th century women's writing, Hatton
a nd Walther plan to publish their findings in
"Women's Writings" international journal. They will
complete much of their
research abroad in England
this December with the

financial aid of the fellowship.
Hatton
encourages
everyone to try undergraduate research.
"I think completing
research is something
worthwhile especially at
the undergraduate level,"
Hatton said.
University
President
Randy Dunn also heavily
encourages URSA research
activities and participation
among Murray State students.
•The Research Scholar
Fellowships at Murray
State University provide an
excellent opportunity for

our undergraduates to
develop the high-level
thinking and analytical
skills they will need
throughout their careers,"
Dunn said in an e-mailed
announcement advocating
URSA research activities.
"These faculty-mentorcd,
research-based learning
opportunities, organized by
our Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarly
Activity, enhance the
excellence of undergraduate education at Murr.ay
State University."
Ashlee C(lbb can be
reached at ashlee.cobb
@murraysrate.t•du.

1

Tenne!;see Tech University hosted ·a
forum of representatives from campuses
including Murray State and discussed the
impact of residential college programs on
1
student life Sept. 18.
"Tenn~see Tech kept telHng us th!t
when they started looking at ways to
improve retention and graduation, what
kept popping out of all the statistics was
Murray State's increased numbers," A.J:in
Landini, Chair of the Council of College
Heads said. "Tennessee Tech and Murray
State arc similar in size, both OVC
schools and both serve a geographic area
of a state itS well as surrounding states."·
Instead of a precursor to immediale
action by Tennessee Tech to change its
housing program, Landini said p resentations given by Murray State, Binghamton
University and North Carolina State Uo'.iversity simply provided a range of
designs on the residential college system.
With no decisions yet, Jack Armistead,
president for Academic Affairs at Tennessee Tech University, said he and others will act based on campus feedback
from the forum.
"We received evaluation forms from
many in attendance, but don't really know
what the response is yet," Armistead said.
"Anecdotally, we have that there is a lot of
positive feeling about moving this direction."
Armistead said the new system would
transform into one of learning units.
"More activities would connect students and faculty outside the classroom
and we would connect a number of our
constituencies with the residential colleges who presently don't have any real
connection with the lives of the students
outside the classroom," Armistead said.
Amanda Moss, senior from Hopkinsville,
Ky., saic.l the residential colleges system
encourages community among students
who might not otherwise view one another as friends.
"When people move out of the dorms
and into houses off campus, they almost
always know the person or persons they
will room with." Moss said. "Compare
that with the thrill of sharing a room with
an absolute stranger you have never
talked to and know nothing about. Need·
less to say, residential colleges broadened
horizons." " 'Hru ' 2
'
•
Clayton Vertrees c.1n be reached at
james. vcrtrees@murraystate.edu.
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Swoopes plans motivational speech for lecture

t

Wbo's Who applicatioos due

Megan Locke
Staff writer
Sheryl Swoopes, a pioneer player
in the Women's National Basketball
Association, is scheduled to speak
at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 23 in the Curris
.Center Large Ballroom.
Swoopes' lecture topic is "Dedication and Determination: The
Keys to Success," and is sponsored
by the Campus Activities Board.
Swoopes spent her childhood in
Brownfield, Texas, where her
, mother raised her alongside three
..brothers: She started playing basketball at an early age and won
honors as a part of the 1988 Texas
State championship team and the
1993 NCAA women's basketball
championship team at Texas Tech
University.
Swoopes is one of the bestknown players in the WNBA. hav)ng signed with the Houston
Comets in 1997, the fust year of
WNBA basketball. The Comets
won the 1997 WNBA championship, and Swoopes led the team
to three more championships.
Swoopes played with the Comets
for 11 years before signing as a
guard with the Seattle Storm in
~2008. In the league, Swoopes
, grabbed the MVP award three
times. This season. she averages 7.1
. points per game and 4.3 rebounds
per game.
Outside of the WNBA, Swoopes
is ' a three-time Olympic gold

medalist. She is also the only
female athlete to have a line ofNike
footwear, "Air Swoopes," named in
her honor. Swoopes gives back to
the world through the charity she
established, the Sheryl Swoopes
Foundation for Youth.
Swoopes announced, in 2005, she
is a lesbian. She is one of the most
high-proflle American-American
athletes to do so.
. Jeanie Morgan, Student Government Association coordinator,
helps plan the SGA Lecture Series
and said the idea for the series
came from the recommendations of
several students.
"In our lecture series, we always
look for something that can add to
(a student's experience)," she said.
''We try to bring someone that will
add to the educational experience."
Morgan said SGA tries to bring in
a wide variety of speakers throughout the year, whether they are
motivational speakers, such as
Swoopes, or someone entirely different. For example, the SGA
helped promote the Presidential
Lecture by Robert Kennedy, Jr., last
year.
Morgan ruso sald, as with any lecture, the price and availability of
the person is always a major factor.
She said the University is very fortunate to have Swoopes visit.
"(In terms of !!electing speaker:;),
you talk to students and see what
their interests are," Morgan said.
"We try to be diverse."

Applications for the 2008·2009 Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges are available in the
Student Affairs office in ll6 Ordway Hall
or onllne.
The deadline for application submission is Oct. 31.
Eligible are students graduating in
December 2008, May or August 2009,
with at least a 3.0 GPA and who have
demonstrated campus and commUnity
leadership involvement.

Fraternity hosts ceremony

Photo courtesy oi ESPN

room.
Having different speakers is a
way for students to maximize their
college experience, Morgan said.
Swoopcs offers a message applica·
ble to many college students.
"She speaks about her life and
what motivates her," Morgan said.
"She is a success, so students can
learn from her about being successful.
Morgan said Swoopes is such an
important athlete.
"It's an opportunity to see a
three-time Olympic gold medalist.''
she said. "A lot of times people
don't have the opportunity to see

;offerS chance for idea exchange
Mia Walters
'Assistant News Editor
" The International Town
"and
Gown Association
recently selected 'Murray
.state to host the 2009 Best
' Practices in Building Univer• sity/City Relations Confer~
• ence.
"This was the f1rst time we
put in a bid for the confer,, ence. and we got it," Kim

Griffo,
coordinator
of
advancement services, said.
"It's a huge honor and a compliment to the leadership
here- Dr. Dunn and Mayor
Rushing, the faculty, staff,
students and community."
The conference, which
started in 2005, was peviousJy held at Clemson University, Colorado State University, the University of Florida
and Texas A and M Universi-

The members of the Epsilon Chapter of
Pi Kappa Alpha will hold a house groundbrealcing ceremony at 4 p.m. today at the
intersection of 16th and Oakhurst streets.
A reception honoring Tau Sigma Sigma
members will take place at 5 p.m. in the
Robert 0. Miller Conference Center.

Cheryl Swoopes plans to speak at 7:30 p.m., Oct 23 In the Currls Center Laroe Ball-

~Town and Gown hosts conference,

..

Across campus

ty, Griffo said. This year the
Curris Center will house the
conference from June l-4,
and will have more than 200
attendees.
"This conference will be a
great
opportunity
to
exchange ideas with other
universities who implement a
Town and Gown partnershlp," stie said. "Things like
campus safety, grant initiatives and transportation are

something like this. The lecture is
free, so why wouldn't you want tQ
come see this? We want to encourage everyone to come and hear her
speak...
Melanie Grimes, senior from
Frankfort, Ky., said said the opportunity to see Swoppes is once in a
lifetime.
Said Grimes: "I think a lot of people will want to see Swoopes
because she is such a famous athlete. I'm glad SGA is bringing her to
campus."
Megan Locke can be reached at
meganJocke@murraystate.edu.

some topics that will be discussed."
Keynote speakers include
Bob Long of the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation and Chip Boyles,
executive director of the
International Town
and
Gown Association. As the
conference approaches, Griffo hopes to have more speakers.
Town and Gown is a community relations program.
which partners the campus
and the community on projects and ideas, Griffo said.
"The concept originated at
Oxford in England to improve
die relationship between ttie
town and the university,
which apparently wasn't too

Alliance hosts film, panel
At 6:30 p.m., Tuesday in Mason Hall
Auditorium, Alliance will show the film
"Freeheld," an Academy Award-winning
documentary on fairness and determination.
A panel will follow with several departmental professors who will lead discussion.

Ensemble plays in concert
The University Symphonic Wind
Ensemble will present its annual President's Concert on at 8 p.m.. Tuesday in
Lovett Auditorium.
The concert is free and open to the
public.

good," she said. "We adopted
it in 2003, not because we had
a bad relationship with the
city, in fact, in Murray the
town and University have
always gotten along. We
adopted it to better our organization and to expand the
relationship between the city
and the University."
A recent project done by
the Town and Gown partnership was the Retail Market
Assessment. It analyzed the
changing and expanding consumer potential, identified
business expansion opportunities and developed targeted
market plans.
Other past projects and collaborations include the Town

and Gown CD - an overview
of Murray, the Murray marquee located in front of the
Chamber of Commerce and
international campus and
community tours.
There are about 60 partnership members in Murray,
including businesses, the City
of Murray, the University and
local schools.
"Murray State Town and
Gown does its part in the
organization, and our members within the city are
extremely helpful," Griffo
said. "They help with contacts and projects and it's a
great .group to work with:"
Am Waltets can be reached at
mia. walters@mumystaeedu.
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Visitors attend
annual festivities
I

IStaft'Report
More than 8,000 people enjoyed the 'Nuts about Hazel"themed Hazel Day celebration in Hazel, Ky .. which takes place
the flfSt Saturday of October.
Local residents and visitors enjoyed activities such as antique
shopping, tractor and car shows and political debates featuring
;Carroll Hubbard, candidate for Kentucky Senate, and Ken Win,ters, Kentucky Senator and incumbent.
Children and adults of all ages participated and enjoyed Jive
music as well as eating carnival-style food.
"The people ~e really nice and very social," Justin Stout,
junior from Collinsville, lll.. and first-time attendant of Hazel
Day's festivities said. "I went just to try some of their different
1desserts and food."

Photos by Misty Hays/The News

Carroll Hubbard, Democratic nominee, speaks during the debate
aoainst challenger Sen. Ken Winters.

An elderty couple hold hands
as they leave
the live music by
asouthern rock
music per-

former.
'

,

State Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, speaks to a crowd during the
debate at Hazel Day

~

,
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Racers move to 1-1 in ovc·
Ricky Martin
Staff writer

:· College football wrap-up
The Badgers got a black eye from the
Buckeyes, the Bulls got bucked by the Pan~ers and the Tigers were shown the 'Dote.
. Ohio State got the
~park it needed on a
drive late in the
fourth, which ended
in a Terrelle Pryor
ll-yard run into the
endzone that made
the score 20-17.
Pryor and Chris
"Beanie"
WeUs
made the double
MacAllister
threat backfield for
Assistant
the Buckeyes as
Sports Editor
they ended the
Ba!,igers 16-game home winning streak.
·LeSean McCoy shined for the Pittsburg
~apthers in an upset over then No. 10
ranked South Florida. McCoy rushed for
1~ yards and two touchdowns while quart,erback Bill Stull played mistake-free footi?al~ throwing for 228 yards and a touchdown. The Panther defense also shut down
Bulls quarterback Matt Grothe, who ended
tJl~ night with just 129 yards passing and an
interception.
··.,The "Revenge of the Nerds" was airing
onae again on ESPN Saturday night in
N,ashville when Vanderbilt defeated
Auburn. The Commodores beat Auburn
with backup quarterback Mackenzie
Adams at the helm. Adams threw a pair of
~uchdowns in the second and third quar~
•$e,rs.
This week is the historic Red River
Iqvalry. Texas travels to Oklahoma where
the top ranked Sooners take on the Longhc}rns. Although both teams are currently
undefeated, the Sooners are not only at
home, but also atop the polls, whereas
Texas has flown under the radar. Despite
~g wins and impressive defensive play,
~he Longhorns are garnering little respect
from their analysts and critics.
This is the first true test for both teams.
We will see if Texas defensive coordinator
Will Muschamp is a true genius or if Sam
Bradford can pick his defense apart as
I methodically as advertised.
;. No. 17 Oklahoma State travels to No.3
Missouri in a game that has given the Cowln?ys no chance. Although the Cowboys
have put up more than 55 points in the last
• four contests, they are getting little respect
against a Missouri team that has Chase
D~els who is 15-1 in his touchdown to
U;tterception ratio. He also has a 76 percent
cpmpletion rating.
. The SEC has the Bayou Bengals traveling to the Swamp. Tim Tebow hasn't
i;npressed his dominance upon teams this
Y.~. yet the Gators are still in the bunt for
tbe BCS. LSU has fmally found their quarterback in Jarrett Lee to go with its domi~t defense and running game. It will be a
s)lC~wdown that will help decide a dicey
~.91Jtheastern Conference. If the Gators
<:~, get the crowd behind them early it
could be a recipe for success.
, It is now time for this week's pep talk.
~s week's pep talk goes out to the Texas
~Q11ghorns. Although nobody gives you
respect, you had better stand up and be
proud. You have a long and proud traditiCm. You have one of the best quarterbacks in college football and you're unde(eated. Your defense is incredible and you
are primed for an upset. So this week buckup, man-up and damnit, just win.
_ ';That brings us to the first of the Mac
Awards for the week, cue the music.
: -The best quote goes to the defensive
~oordinator for the Longhorns the Manic
Muschamp. "Stats are for losers. I like winning.'' The coach is in "put up or shut up"
time this week against Oklahoma and the
xi:tost potent offense that the Texas defense
q.a~ faced this season.
.The Stuart Scott "Big Ups" accolades go
\l'anderbilt. The 'Dores are undefeated
iod showed the world they were "for real"
~,gainst Auburn in the primetime. They
Jtave several tests ahead but this is a huge
~tep for a school without an athletic director.
· The fmal Mac Award goes to the stupidest comment category, with LSU defensive
tackle taking the cake. Ricky Jean-Francois
made comments about taking out Florida
quarterback Tim Tebow in Saturday's
game. He elaborated further claiming that
Florida has a very good training staff to
tend to Tebow.

to.

Tim MacAllister can be reached at timofhy.macallister@murraystate.edu.

Saturday night, Clarksville, Tenn.,
played host to the Racer football
team as Austin Peay University welcomed the Racers into Governors
Stadium.
The Racers played well, getting
help on both sides of the balL The
defense combined to force four total
turnovers and the offense .ran efficiently, churning out 461 yards of
total ·offense. The combination of
play for both units helped fuel Murray State to an impressive win, 32~12.
The win improved the Racers'
record to 2-4 on the season (1-1 in the
Ohio Valley Conference) and
dropped the Governors to 0-6 for the
year.
"It was a good team win," Head
Coach Matt Griffin said. ''We did
some good things in all three phases,
but we were sloppy in some spots. I
was particularly disappointed with
the number of penalties, but that has
been addressed."
Junior wide receiver Derrick
Townsel provided the spark for the
Racers on offense, catching seven
balls for 16S yards, including a 52yard touchdown pass. Townsel was
named OVC Co-Offensive Player of
the Week, sharing the honor with
Tennessee State running back Javarris Williams.
"He's playing well, he really is,"
Griffm said. ''We didn't have him for
a couple of games with the hand
injury, but Derrick's an explosive
receiver."
The man feeding Townsel and the
rest of the Murray State offense was
sophomore
quarterback
Jeff
Ehrhardt, who started in his second
consecutive game after suffering a
shoulder injury in the season opener
against Lambuth University.
Ehrhardt ended the night 25-for~36
with 304 yards and a touchdown. He
ran for 54 yards on 10 carries with an
18-yard touchdown scamper and
also converted on a much needed
fourth down attempt early in the second quarter.
Freshman kicker Kienan Cullen
booted in three field goals of 22, 35,
37 yards and chipped in three extra
points.
The offensive line, a position without stats, played very well in the
trenches. This was almost a direct
reflection of the offensive unit running smoothly for the majority of the
night.
"We are better physically," Griffm
said. "The biggest thing two or three
weeks ago was that I didn't think we
did a good job at Western communicating up front. So it was more mental than anything. Those guys have
done a great job. Last year they
would come in on their own and
watch tape, now they come in on
their own but they are together. That
is a good sign."
The Murray State defense was led
again by senior linebacker Nathan
Williams who had 13 tackles and also
intercepted his first career pass late

Photo courtesy of Michael Dann

Sophomore quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt threw for 304 yards and a touchdown In the Racers first conference victory against Austin
Peay State University. This marks Ehrhardt's second straight 300-yard passlnQ Qame.
in the fourth quarter. WiUiams was
not alone, however, as sophomore
linebacker Zach Kutch also contributed with 13 tackles of his own,
six of which were solo. Freshman
cornerback Lamar Hall intercepted
his first career pick and ran it back
24 yards for the touchdown.
The Racer defense recorded a
safety when junior defensive tackle
Will Roach broke through the Governor's offensive line and wrapped
up the running back in the end zone.
It was the first safety for Murray
State since 2004 against Eastern Illinois.
"This was a great wjn, again, for us
as coaches becauSe you get a win,

but we got after them a little bit yes~
terday," Griffin said. "Their effort
has been great, the assignment has
been very good, there are a just a
couple little things technically.
They've got the ability to do a little
bit better."
The Racers will return to Roy
Stewart Stadium this weekend to
face off against the Golden Eagles of
Tennessee Tech (3-3, 1-l) in the
annual Homecoming game. TTU
Head Coach Watson Brown will look
to lead his team to Murray with
ambitions of regaining composure
and capture a much needed win in
the OVC. The Golden Eagles are
coming off of a 33-12 loss to Eastern

~

Kentucky University at home in
Cookevill~. Tenn.
:
"(Tennessee Tech) are a very
good football team," Griffin said. "l
'
know they've had some struggles,
but they are explosive offensively,
make lots of big plays and they've
got some great skill on that side of
the ball Defensively 1 think they are
playing very well."
1
Murray State fell victim to tdo
much Golden Eagle offense last September, as it was doubled up in a 4824 loss at Tucker Stadium in
Cookeville. Kickoff Saturday is set
1
for3 p.m.
Ricky Marcin can be reached
ricbard.martin@murraysratc.edu.

.
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Volleyball splits 1-1 in two 5-set series'·
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
The Racers will continue on the road this week
when they play Tennessee Tech at Cookeville,
Tenn., at 7 p.m. tonight The Golden Eagles are B~
9 this season with a 4--2 mark in OVC play.
Murray State will th~n travel to Jacksonville,
Ala., to play Jacksonville State University at 2
p.m. Saturday. Jacksonville State is 6-12 on the
2008 season, compiling a 2-5 record during their
OVC schedule.
Murray State went 1-1 during their visits to
Tennessee schools in Clarksville and Nashville
last weekend to take on Austin Peay State University and Tennessee State University.
The Racers shot out of the gate slowly against
the Lady Govs Friday, dropping the first set 17-25.
Austin Peay kept the advantage going into intermission by taking the second set 22-25. Coming
out of the break, momentum shifted and the Racers made their charge.
The Lady Govs were unable to end the match
when the Racers took the third set 25-14 in dominating fashion. The come back had begun. Murray State took the fourth and ftfth set 25-20 and
18-16.
1n that match, senior outside hitter Alison
Mugler joined the 1,000-kill dub for Murray

Rick Burres/The News

Head Coach David Schwepker coaches the team at a
match this fall.
State. Mugler is only the eighth play in Racer volleyball history to hit the 1,000 mark and the first

since Krista Shumard in 1999.
"It's a hard accomplishment to do," Head
Coach David Schwepker said. ''It shows a lot
about what she's done for this program over the
last four years. She's doing what she's supposed
to be doing, playing wise. It's great to have a player like that who can go through a whole year and
continues to be good."
The Racers tried to carry the momentum into
Nashville, Tenn., against Tennessee State but
quickly fell behind. After dropping the first set
17-25. Murray State lost the second set 27-29. The
Racers then decided to start dominating, taking
the next two sets 25-15 and 25-15. It appeared that
Murray State had the momentum until the Tigers
took the fmal set 14--16, winning the match.
~
This weekend wasn't the ftrst time the Racets
have gotten off to a slow start. All season, Murray
State has found itself having to claw their way
back into matches.
:
"A lot of it is mental," Schwepker said. "What
we're working on now is getting the team chemistry so that we can get going. T think that's really why we struggle in the first game and second
game. We come out real quiet but once we get
going we're OK. After you lose two games, it's
really hard to win three game in a row.''
Kyle
Rogers can
be reached
§t
kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu.
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Nowopen or
Monday Night
Football!
wing • pizza • beer • specials
Mon 5 p.m.-Midnight • Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
410 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
270-767-0020
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Fall Season provides choice
setting for outdoorsmen .·.. .-..

I

' #5 Texas@ #1 Oklahoma
· Arizona St. @#8 USC
, Tennessee @#10 Georgia

The calendar marked the arrival oHall
weeks ago, but with lingering warm tl!mperatures throughout September, it 'dii:i
not feel like fall bad arrived. This pa5t
week, however, in
' ··
1
the blink of an eye,
:
summer
became
I
fall.
•'
Days are getting
';
shorter, nights are
1
getting cooler and
t .
~------------~--------------+--------------+--------------+-------------_, nature ~ begUuring
to stir with anticipau
1
1'"
tion of the long, cold
Steve
winter. Out on the
Miller · •1 ,,•
lake, the fish and the Outdoor columrtist
birds are corralling
•'
the available forage and bulking up ' for
winter.
• ·
In the woods, leaves are changing cOlors, squirrels are gathering nuts and deer
are taking advantage of the abundance' or
food sources. In the skies, birds are sr.irt:.
ing to point their arrow south.
TM behavior shows we are finally
transitioning from summer to fall. The fall
is certainly the best season to be an outdoorsman.
' .••
Whether you hunt, fish. hike or perform
any outdoor activity, fall provides the
fect setting. 'l"he weather is comfortable
and the scenery is beautiful. Like the deet,
fish and other animals, fall is our last
chance to prepare for the hardships aild
1
bounding of the winter season.
We carry on the tradition of earlier generations in the fall. This was when they
pursued game to fill the ice box with nieat
Most of us these days do not hunt for tlie
food; the tasty meat is just icing on tlie
cake.
Maybe you hunt for a trophy, but ag~,·
I feel that is just a bonus. Experiencing fall
without even harvesting an animal• is'
rewarding enough for me.
•
Fall finds a way to inspire my sen~e~:
Coffee never tastes as good as it does at 4
a.m. when I'm joking with family aiid
friends and anticipating the day's linnt~
Canadian geese honking as they land will
send shivers down my spine.
.. •'' '
A whitetail chasing a doe during the iut
will cause me to shake as I grab my bow
or gun and hope for a shot. The gobblilig
of a turkey in the pre-dawn hours wi!{
utes as the Skyhawks tried to
bad six saves.
make me giddy with excitement. The
make themselves an obstacle for
Murray State, who only outshot
cackling of a long-tailed rooster pheasant
the red-hot Racers who are now
Martin 18·15, has sophomore goalas it ta}{es flight from under my feet will'
3-0 in conference play.
keeper Tara Isbell to thank. Isbell
deliver a rush of adrenaline I can't fir;ld in
"It feels great being 3·0 as a
marked seven saves and a strong
. any drug or drink.
senior," co-captain Melisa Curry
defense, led by senior captains
My ancestors likely experienced these
said. "We deserve it. We've been
Curry and Rebekah Clay, added to
same thrills of fall many years ago. I enjoy
working hard and we've done
the Racers success.
being part of the process that passes on
everything to prepare."
"We knew they would come out
that tradition.
Both teams entered the game
flying at us," Curry said. ''They
I think the. take and use of wild game
ready to win, and at first it
play aggressive and fast forward.
creates a better-rounded individual whCI
appeared that Martin would have
Communication, winning balls in
has a deeper connection to the natUral
the advantage. They scored early,
the air and minimal mistakes in
world, which ~ a lacking concept in this
6:25 into the game, when Melissa
the back ~ what the defense
day and age of Xboxes and cellphones.'
Govea, assisted by Jody .Kiers,
focused on."
Water and woods beat out steel imd
Murray State's never-backkicked the ball in for the fttst and
concrete any day of the week. I teamed
only Skyhawk goal of the day.
down play frustrated the Skymore in my first days afield than I could
Murray State freshman midhawks, as they tallied six yellow
have learned in years inside a classroom.
cards to Murray State's one after
fielder Rachel Wt"ight evened
It 1s how the founders of our country, arid
things out 34:20 into the game,
the Racers scored.
those here before them, sustained them~
Wright, who on Sunday scored
sinking the ball in from 15-yards
selves.
out from sophomore midfielder
her fifth and sixth goals of her
I can look my food in the eye and not
Katie Wilson's pass.
first collegiate season, left the
hide behind the Styrofoam and pllistic
"I have to work hard and score
field smiling.
wrap in a grocery store.
goals," Wright said. "As a for"Coming in as a freshman and
I believe fall i,s when I am most con·
ward, that's my job. Get the ball in
getting this much playing time is
nected with my surroundings and nature.
tbe back of the net. That's always
amazing," Wright said. "I'm lookMy predatorily senses manifest themmy main game plan."
ing forward to the rest of the seaselves and I find that to be powerful on ·a
Wright's motivation paid off as
son. 1 hope we can begin 3-0 in the
spiritual level. It is like hunting is bard~
she scored once again, chasing
conference in my next three years
wired in my genes, and I can not ignorei'f
down a long pass from junior
here."
It comes back every autumn. TraditiOn iS
Rick
Buress/The
News
m.idfielder Nicole Evans from 25Elizabeth Johnson can be
strong.
~
Senior mldflelder Krista Muilkens slides past a
yards out and sending it past Marreached at elizabetha.johnson@
We are fortunate to be in an area th-at
murraystate.edu.
tin goalje Johanna Rathbun, who
defender In a game this fall.
offers great opportunity for us to act;out
these traditions. Whether you are aftci:
whitetail, waterfowl or fish, our area ·is
Staff Report
receiving more first-place votes
Amber Guffey was named to the
rich in hunting and fishing opportunities'.
than the No. 1 ranked team, Eastern
AU-OVC team.
Get excited when you step outside in
Illinois University.
Men's Head Coach Billy Kennedy
At the annual Ohio Valley Conthe
morning and feel the chill of the air. It
out
the
top
five
teams
I
Rounding
bas
nine
returning
players
includference Media Day, the Murray
means fall is here and opportunities
State men's and women's basketball
were Southeast Missouri State Uniing four starters from last year's
abound.
··,
versity, Tennessee State University
squad that ~hed second in the
teams received high ranldngs in the
preseason polls.
and Jacksonville State University.
regular season. New women's head
The Racers received more preThe men's team was selected to
coach Rob Cross inherits a Racer
•• ... t
season honors when junior Danero
fmish No. 1 in 2008-2009, as it fin·
squad that captured its first ever
'• I
Thomas was selected to the pre~bed nine votes in front of conferOVC championship and NCAA
ence rival University of Tennessee
season All·OVC team.
tournament berth last year.
On the women's side, senior Ash·
at Martin.
OVC head coaches and sports
Steve Miller can be reached' •'at
The women's basketball team
ley Hayes was named pre-season
information directors make up the
steven.miller@murraystate.edu.
was picked to finish second, despite
Player of the Year, and senior
voting panel.
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Notre Dame@ #22 North Carolina
#23 Michigan St. @Northwestern
~- #17 Oklahoma St.@ #3 Missouri

#4 LSU @#11 Florida
#6 Penn St. @Wisconsin

Colorado @#16 Kansas
•

"•

.:south Carolina @Kentucky
I

.

~· Clemson
:;

••
••

per-

@#21Wake Forest

SocCer takes on Jacksonville
I

Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer

•

• The Murray State Soccer team
steps back onto Cutchin Field,
playing to expand its lead in the
Ohio Valley Conference, at 3 p.m.
this afternoon against Jacksonville State (2-1-1 in OVC).
The Racers will also take a
breather from conference play in
their match against Alabama
A&M at 1 p.m. Sunday.
The win over the University of
'l"ennessee at Martin Sunday
marked the seventh for the Racers' season.
It was a hard fought win for
Murray State. who defeated the
Skyhwaks 2-1 in regulation play.
Murray State continues to lead
the OVC undefeated in conference play and has the best overall
record at 7-4-1. This season's start
is the best since the Murray State
soccer team premiered in 2000.
"Obviously we've head a great
start," Head Coach Beth Acreman
said. "We've still got a lot of
games left. We just take them one
. game at a time."
Attitudes marked their places
on and off the fields in a mental,
physical and quite vocal 90 min-

Men's, women's
'basketball voted
topofOVC
preseason polls

..

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray

-

270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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· National news and gossip that's sure .
to spice up your lunch conversation j
Information and photos from
the A.ssodated Press
. Compiled by staff writer alcky Marda

David Ducbovny out of sex rehab
An attorney for
David
Duchovny
said Tuesday the
actor has checked
out of a rehabilitation facility for
, treatment of sex
addiction.
,. , Duchovny, who
starred as the conspiracy-minded Fox
Mulder on "The XFiles" TV series, vol\lntarily entered the
in
late
facility
' August.
, .. "David has successfully completed his
, '~ehabilitation; he is out of rehab and wiU
: be starting a movie soon," lawyer Stanton
·Stein said.
The 48-year-old actor is married to
flCtress Tea Leoni, with who he has two
children.

Berry named •sexiest woman'
New mother Halle Berry, 42, was
named Esquire magazine's "Sexiest
Woman Alive" in an issue that will hit
shelves in November.
"Sexiness is a state of mind - a comfortable state of being," Berry said. "It's
:about loving yourself in your most unlov1 able moments."
: But Berry, who won an Oscar in 2001 for
• her role in the film "Monster's Ball," can't
claim the sexiest-woman honor all to herself.
"I share this title with every woman,
because every woman is a nominee for it
at any moment," she says.

•
Lauren Bell/The News
Wyatt Alverson (left), lecturer of mathematics and statistics, and Kenny Fister (riQht), senior lecturer of mathematics and statistics, plant and search for QeOCaChes. GeocachlnQ
Is a treasure huntl119 oame that Implements GPS devices. Alverson beoan oeocachlno durlno summer 2003.

1l. Kelly wins court battle
R&B superstar R. Kelly won a $3.4 mil-

Professor 'caches' in on outdoor hobby

lion award against his former tour pro• rooter and is asking a Los Angeles judge to
: help him collect.
Kelly's company, R. Kelly Touring,
: claimed Rowe Entertainment and owner
Leonard Rowe failed to pay him in full for
: shows scheduled · for late last year and
: early 2008.
:~: An arbitrator agreed with Kelly's
' claims. Kelly won three Grammys in 1997
::for the song "I Believe I Can Fly."

•.•
...
: •&• noah Mont.anah

•••
•:

Cody Arant
Staff writer
Take one part scavenger hunt, add
one part riddle, throw in a dash of
modern technology, and voila: You
have the basics behind geocaching, a
new pastime gaining popularity
worldwide•
According to the official global
geocaching Web site: "Geocaching is
a high-tech treasure hunting game
played throughout the world by
adventure seekers equipped with
GPS devices. The basic idea is to
locate hidden containers, called geocaches, outdoors and then share your
experiences. n

turns 16

Miley Cyrus' cl6th
birthday party was
celebrated in a Disneyland celebration
Sunday, though she
• doesn't actually turn
• -16 until Nov. 23.
: ; The theme park
~~as closed for the
:-sllpersized soiree,
!: 4ruch included a
':~ur-song
perforMiley
: ·$ance by the teen
; ~ueen, a fireworks
Cyrus
• :4isplay above Sleep•:i.):lg Beauty's Castle and 16 giant inflatable
.:..Olndles.
;.,.~ Stars in attendance included Steve
:'-13areU, Cindy Crawford, Tyra Banks, Jen::hifer Love Hewitt, Heather Locklear and
~: Demi Lovato.
:::: The party also promoted another Dis;. hey celebration. Beginning in 2009, guests
::~Disneyland and Walt Disney World in
:: J!lorida can gain free theme park admis' •:..non on their birthday with a valid ID and
: ~oof of birth date.

..

•""

oward Stern weds girlfriend

S.~

Shock jock Howard Stern. known for
hOsting porn stars on his radio show, mar• ried his longtime girlfriend, Beth Ostrosky
• • f.riday. Officiating the ceremony was
; • actor Mark Consuelos. Kelly Ripa's hus:, band and an ordained minister.
:• The 180 guests included Joan Rivers,
:: Jlarbara Walters, Billy Joel, Steve Schirri·
;:pa, Chevy Chase, Tommy Mottola and
· • Donald and Melania Trump.
• Songwriter Phoebe Snow serenaded the
newlyweds with "You Send Me," and Joel
ung "The Stranger." Stern and his ex-wife
of 21 years, Alison Berns, had three daughters before divorcing in 2001

Michael Loban up for auction
The estranged father of Lindsay Lohan,
Michael Lohan, is auctioning off the
chance to knock him out in a charity boxlog match Nov. 24 at the Hilton Long
• Island in Melville, N.Y. Bidding to chal•. lenge Lohan starts at $5,000, w ith proceeds benefitting charities including the
• Long Island Community Chest.

..

Creating geocaches
Here is how it works: someone
puts together a geocache generally
made of a durable material that can
withstand the elements. Inside the
container is some sort of log, usually
a notebook or something similar and
a writing utensil. Geocachcrs who
find the container are encouraged to
leave their name. the date and their
story. Then, geocachers share the
story of their hunt in any number of
geocaching communities via the
Web.

One geocacher on campus is lecturer of mathematics and statistics
Wyatt Alverson. He started gcocaching during summer 2003.
"A long-time friend introduced me
to the sport while we were in gradu·
ate school here," Alverson said. "He
had learned about it by reading an
article on Slashdot.com. Since he
already owned a GPS device, he
thought it would be a fun way to
learn how to use it."
Most geocache listin~s on gt.•ocaching.com include specific coordi·
nates u_o;ed to find the container.
Alverson has stuck with the sport
for several reasons. He said one is
the thrill of the hunt.
"Some caches are easy to find
when you arrive on location, while
others take quite some time to find,"
Alverson said. "There are even somll
caches that require you to solve a
puzzle in order to determine where
it is hidden."

T ypes of geocacbes
Geocaching.com lists 10 different
types of cache, from the traditional
cache consisting of a container and a
logbook, to puzzle caches, which
require visiting multiple locations
and solving puzzles to acquire the

coordinates of the true cache.
Alverson also enjoys .seeing places
and meeting people.
"I have visited numerous interesting plal·es. like hiking through the
trails in Shawnee National Forest
and Land Between the Lakes," Alverson said. "I have met some amazing
friends while attending geocaching
events. Some of my fondest memories have occurred with these friends
whiJe tr:~veling from one cache to
another. whether that be hiking, dri·
ving or even kayaking."

Getting in volved
It is cnsy to get involved with geocaching. Visit gcocaching.com to
sign up for a free account. The people who run the Web site verify all
listings hcforc posting them. There
are more than 600 caches listed in
the 42071 zip code alone.
"To date, there are three caches
hidden un rhc campus of Murray
State," Alverson said. "There are an
additional 20 caches hidden t;llroughout the city of Murray, several of
which nrc located in the Murray/ Calluway County parks."
Alverson encourages students to
give geocaching a try.
"If you enjoy hiking along trails,

visiting historical landmarks or participating ..,.i.o.. scavenger hunts. then
you'!l enjoy the sport," Alverson
said. "It allows you an opportunity to
learn how to usc a GPS device, whiCh
can be very helpful when you're
traveling. A hidden advantage is you
are exercising your body and mind
without actually realizing it."
On Nov. 8, a group of geocachers
is hosting a "Meet and Greet" at
Martha's Restaurant. After the session and a meal, the cachers are
headed on a geocaching run throughout the area, including Land Between
the Lakes.
Cody Arant can be reached at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.
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I Songwriting workshop encourages student, community attendance
Whitney Harrod
Features Editor
Behind every book is an
author and behind every
song, whether good or bad,
there's a writer.
Without
songwriters,
music enthusiasts would
never have had the chance to
sing along to such songs as
"Achy Breaky Heart" or
"Sweet Home Alabama."
The Nashville Songwriters Association International is a non-profit organiza·
tion created for amateur and
professional songwriters.
The West Kentucky chapter of NSAI provides workshops (or more than 100
members in the area. led by
professional
songwriters
from Nashville, Tenn.
Workshops are offered to
interested students and community members. no matter
the experience they may
have.
The upcoming workshop,
of one of several NSAl work-

shops held throughout the
year, will meet 6 · - 8 pJll.,
Monday in the Curris Center
Stables.
Workshops are free to
members, and free to nonmembers during their first
two workshop attendances
and cost $15 after the first
two. Annual NSAI student
membership cost $25, and
$150 for non-students. Member benefits include songwriting critiques, live workshops and networking with
other amateur and professional songwriters.
Kaci Bolls, songwriter and
recording country artist
from Murray, is the featured
speaker for the workshop.
She will also perform at 7
p.m., Nov. 21 at Lovett Audi·
torium as part of the Lovett
Live onstage series.
Janet Miller, coordinator
for Western Kentucky Chapter of NSAI, said she encourages students to attend the
upcoming workshop. Miller
recently helped create a stu·

dent-chapter of NSAI.
Miller became involved in
songwriting five years ago
when she took a songwriting
class through the ~ontinuing
education department at
Murray State. Before writing
songs, she wrote poetry and
short stories and taught herself to play guitar.
Her country and blue·
grass-style songs were
pitched tu famous recording
artists such os Alan Jackson
and Tracy Lawrence.
"When three of my songs
got producers' attention, l
was led to believe thnl my
songwriting abilities were a
gift," Miller said. "You've got
to have a certain determination and must be able to
paint a picture with words."
Miller said what makes a
good song is une that is able
to resonate in somconc's
mind after he or she hears it
on the radio.
Derrick Watson, Murray
State alumnus and member
ofNSAI, said after his moth·

er t'ncouragcd hlm to take petition between songwijtpiano lessons, he developed ers in Nashville is tremepa knack for music.
dous. She said some songi-$it
"I made the progression on producers' shelf for more
from becoming a musician than five years before they
and coming up with my own are selected for recording.
melodies to crafting my own
But, if a song is picked and
songs," Watson said.
reaches No. 1 on the music
As an amateur songwriter, charts, a songwriter's royalhe pitches songs to publish· ties can total more than• a
ers on Music Rowe in million dollars.
Nashville, Tenn.
Whitney Harrod can be
He said among the first • reached at whitney.harrod®
hurdles as an 11mateur song- murraystate.edu.
writer is receiving a singlesong contract and having
that particular song put on
an album. He said there are
only 200 signed, profession~
al songwriters in Nashville.
•As an amateur you're
competing with the best of
the hest, but that's where
NSAI comes into play," Watson said. "To break through
the industry is a tremendous
accomplishment. Through
the whole process, you have
to be a dreamer and be hardheaded at the same time."
Janet Miller said the com-
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Country music competitors tackle Lovett Live
- Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer

~=

f~ Sometimes first place is not necessarily the
itbest.
~;For countll' duo Joey and Rory Feek, third
·~ace meant the world (or at least a record

t.:cteal).
;• Their act appeared on CMT's "Can You
rluet" over the summer, and the duo will
[ trlease their debut album, "The Life of a Song,"
Dct. 28 on Vanguard/Sugarhill Records.
: •., The duo will perform at 7 p.m. Thursday in
·~vett Auditorium as part of Lovett Live's
~·
.
t0pstage
senes.
t;:, Jason Pittman, facility manager of the
~llegional Special Events Center, said he hopes
~~udents wlU take advantage of the opportunity
:f,p see the duo while they have the chance.
:~ "Having the opportunity to highlight these
:_:'4;tists before they are too big to stop in Murray
~4ls the key," Pittman said. "(With Joey and
t..~ory), we've really got the potential to see a
:l!uge 11ct before they're mainstream."
:~ Their debut single, ''Cheater, Cheater" was
:~leased in August. The music video features a
::J.:!lmco by ucan You Duet" judge Naomi Judd.
According to their MySpace page, husband
~d wife Rory Feek and Joey Martin Feek audi~ fjoned for the CMT competition after encour;l!gemcnt from a friend last December.
::: Pittman said their involvement in the show
•:(ave obvious reason to invite the duo to Mur~~Y for an onstagc show.
r•:•"CM'rs show really featured the songwriter
·~pect and both are very accomplished song"'~riters and have a history of it," Pittman said.
~;£ Music seems to run in the family - Rory's
,.3jaughter, Heidi Feek, will open the show.
~~: Heidi, 22, said she's only performed for a few
F:rears, but started penning songs nearly seven
years ago.
.. MGrowing up, it was just my sister and my
liad (Rory), and I," Heidi said. "All of his
,..friends were up-and-coming writers and

$.

Photo <Ourtesy of mysfJace.comfjoeyandrory

Country duo Joey Martin Feek and Rory Feek will perform SOOCJS from their upcoming album 7 p.m. Thursday at
Lovett Uve. The pair spent the summer competing on CMfs "Can You Duet" wherethey placed third.

.singers and we spent a lot of time with them.

There were a lot of campfires and playing
music and those are some of my best memories."
Rory married Joey about six years ago, Heidi
said, adding more music to the house.
"When we were doing dishes or things
around the house, we were always singing or
harmonizing," Heidi said. '"It was really nice."
Wilen Joey and Rory approached her about
their opportunity to appear on "Can You Duet,"
Heidi said she was initially confused but
remained supportive th rough the experience.

"(I was) worried because that stuff puts you
out there and you don't know how the public or
pr oducers are going to (react to you)," Heidi
said. "My sister and I would support them. We
got to go to every single taping and it was five
minutes from where r live, so J would bring my
friends. We'd all go out there and holler as loud
as we could when anyone said their names."
Heidi, accompanied Thursday by her guitar
player James Mielke, will play the stage in
which she said she is familiar.
"I came (to Murray) to sec Peter Rowan and
Tony Rice," Heidi said. "It's going to be really

cool to stand on the same stage as they d id."
To prepare for t he show, Heidi said she and
Mielke went into the studio to record tracks.
"We just went into the studio because I have
no bard copies to sell and I haven't had any
before," Heidi said. "We recorded an album,
pretty much live. It was really fun."
'
The experience is a new one for Heidi, Who
said she is used to a smaller audience size.
"Usually my shows consist of just all my
friends and family," Heidi said.
Heidi said one of her best friends lives in
Murray with his family, and that is how the
idea to bring Joey and Rory to Lovett came
about.
He asked if her parents would like to p1~y
here, and "of course they would," she said.
Since its formation last year, Lovett Live's
goal is to highlight songwriters and bring fans
"closer to the music," Jason Pittman said. '•
Fans can expect both of these qualities With
Joey and Rory.
"I think fans can expect a very intimate
show," Pittman said. "They're very involved
with the fans, they do a lot of talking, they tell
where their songs came from and what got
them .i n the industry.
"
(The audience) can hear the story of liow
they went from living in mid-Tennessee to getting ready to release a new record."
•
Those interested in tickets can call 877-8944474, order online at ticketmaster.com or stop
by the RSEC box office. Tickets are $15 an<i' if
the stage sells out, Pittman said the balco~y
will open for additional seating.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached • at
charlotte.lcyle@murraystate.edu.
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Need to sell your car?
Having a yard sale?
=Trying to rent an
. .Looking for a roommate?
Have a job opening?
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500 S. 12th St. Suite C, Murray Call: 270-753-6051

Homecoming...
returning home, revisiting friends,
going back to a place where you're
comfortable ... all pleasant
experiences. At The Murray Bank,
our customers feel this way each
time they come in. We know them by
name and they feel right at home.
Whether you're young, like the
Murray State students we employ or
simply young at heart, we know
you'll enjoy being part of
The Murray Bank family.
Welcome home ... to The Murray Bank.

~

· urrayB__ _
How Banking Should Be

The Murray Bank is proud to
employ Murray State University
students, from left: Eleshia Brandon,
Kala Moore, jennifer Barrett &
Katie Bogard

405 S 12 St. & 700 N 12 St.
270-753-5626

themurraybank.com
Member FDIC

,___

Facing the DTR
I first heard this ' •
phrase, at church '•
actually, during a
preacher's analogy. ·
And usually when I'm '
listening to a sermon, ' ·
the message (some· ·
how) always is direct· :. •
ed toward my life. It's · ·
known as the DTR.
•'
It's been four weeks,
more or less.
These weeks have •
consisted of two-hour phone con versa· '·
tions at 1 am., leisurely walks through
campus and an array of all-expense paid
dinners.

File photo

The seventttannoal National Pan-Hellenic Council HomecominQ Step Show klcts-off at 7 p.m. Saturday In Lovett Auditorium.

Council steps into 7th annual performance
Laura Cash
Staff writer
For the seventh consecutive year, Greek organizations will wow Murray State students, faculty,
staff and community members as they step into
action Saturday night.
The National Pan·Hellenic Council Homecoming Step Show kicks off at 7 p.m. Saturday in
Lovett Auditorium.
The step show started in 2002 as a way to pr<>;
vide more Homecoming entertainment.
Participating fraternities include Alpha Phi
Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi and Phi Beta Sigma
Sororities participating are Delta Sigma Theta and
Zeta Phi Beta.
NPHC does not establish a universal theme for
participating organizations to abide by. Instead.
each organization creates an individual theme and
keeps it secret until the step show.
Jennifer Pryor, senior from Louisville, Ky.. will
compete in Saturday night's show along With
other members of her sorority, Zeta Phi Beta.
"You get to show them what you got," she said.
Pryor serves as treasurer of Zeta Phi Beta, pres~~

~tudents

-

.-

ident of NPHC and is representing the council on
Homecoming Court.
·
Pryor said the proceeds raised are divided
among the participating organizations, and the
winning organization wjiJ have a bonus added to
its check. All checks are donated to the Heart
Walk for the American Heart Association.
Pryor said although the step show is to provide
an alternative form of fun for the audience, organizations partaking in the competition do not view
the show as a leisure activity.
Participating organizations spend an overwhelming amount of time preparing for the fall
show. Pryor said her sorority started practicing
the first day of school and has continued to practice five day per week for two hours each day.
In addition, the winning organization gains
bragging rights in the Greek community for one
year.
Je.o;se Adams, sophomore from Louisville, Ky.,
and president of Alpha Phi Alpha, said the audience should "expect entertainment, comedy, unified acts of Grcckdom and a night to remember.''
Requirements for participation in the step show
are limited to belonging to the NPHC. It is not

necessary for organizations to step, but all of them
in this year's show have chosen to entertain the
audience with their stepping abilities.
Also performing between step show acts is Various Inspirational Talents Artistically Labeled, a
dance company from the Marvin D. Mills Multicultural Center. The group will perform by acting
out scenes and reading poetry.
Students may purchase tickets today for $7 in
the Curris Center or at the door for $10 with a
Racercard and $15 for general admission.
Laura
Cash
can
be
reached
at
laura.cash@murraystate.edu.

offer recycled-art competition, promote recyc~ng

Bee Feldhaus
Staff writer
Some say green is the new black.
With environmental concerns
reaching an all-time high. solutions
arc at a premium.
>Though no student on campus
claims to have the answer to the elimate crisis or any other environmental problem. there arc many who
continually make strides in that
direction.
Michelle Mirowski, graduate student from West Bloomfield, Mich.,
plans to sponsor a recycled art contest next week.
The contest runs Monday through
Fnday in the Curris Center Rocking
Chair Lounge. All entries arc due
Monday between 8 and 10 a.m. Stu·
dents, faculty, staff and community
members will have an opportunity to
view the works throughout the week.
Artists must partially make their

.
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T~ing to rent an
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t.:.ooking
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a
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Have
·a
job
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-- Place your classified
ad
with
The Murray State
News and reach all
of Murra¥_ State
either in rriday's
~aper or online at

pieces from recycled materials
including scrap metal, reused paper,
soda cans or any other recycled
media. Two entries per participant
are allowed.
Along with the art competition,
Mirowski has large displays and
information available.
Mlrowski said the event is about,
"getting the students a better under·
standing of what's going on campus,
and why things are changing."
The top three winners will take
home trophies and prize baskets
sponsored by Murray businesses.
Some of the sponsors who have
donated to the winners' gift baskets
include Tumbleweed, Cracker Barrei, Dinh's Vietnamese Egg Rolls,
Papa Johns, Terrapin Station, Quarter's
Campus
Grill,
Rudy's,
Mr.Gatti's Pizza, Mugsy's Hideout
and Murray State Food Services.
Lowe's, Wal-Mart, Office Depot.
Murray State Facilities Management

and private recycling coordinator
Chuck Ehrsam aided Mirowski with
the educational portion of her projcct.
Deb Paschedag, an art teacher,
visual artist, board member ofYaiser
Art Center in Paducah. Ky. and
member of the Lower Town Renais·
sance association. will judge the
competition.
Her husband, Merle, started
"Hecyclc Now," a recycling program
in Paducah, Ky.
Wjth the art show, the entries are
scored on their creativity and use of
recycled materials.
Mirowski hopes to convey how
large an effect not recycling has on
the environment. Mirowski is a con·
scrvation biology major who enjoys
more than just what her major
involves.
"I love art, and I love nature and
biology and I want to combine it all
in one," Mirowski said. "I want this

to get students more informed about
recycling, and by doing something
more visual, different and out of the
norm, thc.n a few students might stop
to look, those who wouldn't stop to
look at recycling displays."
James Mayes, senior from Dover,
Tenn., and member of the Murray
Environmental Student Society supports the project.
"She's getting professional artists
to judge the competition," Mayes
said. "I think it's a really good idea
that she's getting people to want to
become involved in recycling with a
competition."
Mayes said Facilities Management
works hard to provide the campus
with its recycling needs.
Said Mayes: "We don't have glass
recycling yet, but they're making
strides to be better with recycling,
like with composting."
Bee Feldhaus can be reached at
rebeccajeldhaw;@murraystate.edu.

You've become more than good friends '
(or so you think). you've customized his •
or her cell phone ringtone, you've dis·
cussed your mother's embarrassing obsession with your pets, you've written "love"
letters and you've grabbed his or her arm
accidently to show you secretly want to
hold the other's hand.'
Now what? You're confused, and even ~·
more than you were on the first day as a ''
college freshman. It's time to face the
three-word phrase that has the potential
to solidify or corrupt whatever it is you
have built in stage one of a relationship.
Now must come the uncomfortable
make-you-stutter-and-beat-around-thebush confrontation. The airplane of this
' coulda-shoulda-woulda relationship must •
, take off sometime.
You must "defme the relationship."
There are many ways to go about the
1 process. One option is to pJay the secret,
subtle, rm-in-the-flfth-grade game. This
involves tracking down a mutual friend to
find out what he or she really thinks about
you. A more direct way involves asking ·
your special person the question: "What '·
exactly do you think about us?"
•,
But do remember a few factors. Before •
actually jumping into open water to discuss where you and your honey stand. you '
need to think about any repercussions this '
talk may bring. Who knows, the talk could
frighten the person you like or make him
or her feel pressured to provide you with
an exact answer. But confrontation is
needed, no matter if you ultimately want ·
to leave the person stranded in the middle '
of Kentucky Lake.
•
As you might th.iilk, Ciefming or eiiliancing long-distance friendships can be
tricky. But defming these specific circum·
stances you may have with someone who
lives three hours away, and would only be ·:':
able to see oncf! every three weeks. may'-:_:.
bring some much needed stability into ....:.,
your life. Being able to emotionally con- !•:
fide in someone who resides outside of ·:~
your bubble of every-day stress, and ·~
knowing that particular person can do the •
same with you, seems reassuring.
:::
Unfortunately. I am sometimes a victim ::::
of not saying exactly how I feel or verbal· ~::
izing clarification. The golden rule, my ::;:
dad once told me- "assuming makes an :
ass out of both you and me" - should be • :
followed to a tee. In other words, don't •
assume he or she is paraUel on the stance ~
of your acquaintance. You may be think· ::
ing you want him to meet your parents ••
next weekend, but he may be thinking .~:
about his next date with your roommate. •
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
:
whitney.harrod@mu"aystate.edu.
:
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Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.

Visit

Plar mare Sudaku and Win prizes at·
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Monday to find the solutions
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NashviDe hosts
bluegrass music,
awards show

.~

Whitney Harrod
:Features Editor
• Last week, more than 500 bluegrass music enthu·
siasts sat on hard, church-style pews surrounded by
stained glass windows at a place where country
·music once reigned.
On Thursday, Oct. 2, the 19th annual International
Bluegrass Music ~wards were held at the Ryman
Auditorium in Nashville, Tenn.
The IDMAs lasted about three hours, included 11
live performances and was broadcast live on XM
radio.
Del McCoury of The Del McCoury Band hosted
the event. His band wiU perform as part of the
Lovett Live series at 7 p.m. Nov. 7 at Lovett Auditorium.
To follow the awards, a three-day IDMA fan festival was held Oct. 3 through Oct. 5. The festival was
at the Na!ibville Convention Center in Nashville,
Tenn., which featured indoor fan booths, workshops, jam sessions and more than 60 live musical
acts.
:: The event honored bluegrass musicians in categories including Emerging Artist of the Year, Male
and Female Vocalists of the Year and Entertainer of
the Year. The group Dailey & Vincent receiveq the
JllOst recognition with a total of five awards.
_ Jason McKendree, lecturer of mathematics and
statistics, attended the IBMAs to support his band
member Josh Williams, who received the title of
Guitar Player of The Year.
· "1 never realized I would receive Guitar Player of
the Year, but I've always been working towards it,"
. Williams said.
; As the banjo player for the Josh Williams Band,
M~Kcndree ·said he joined the band about a year ago
'tvhcn he was recruited by lead singer Josh Williams.
McKendree grew up in Murray playing with his famHy's band when he got involved in the bluegrass
scene. McKendree said be travels to Nashville once
month to play shows.
Whitney
Harrod
can
be
reached at
wllitnl'y.harrod@murraystate.edu.

a

Photos by Misty Hays.IThe News.

Del McCoury of The Del McCoury Band performs at the International Bluegrass Awards Association Awards. His band will perform as part of the Lovett Live series
at 1 P~m., Nov. 7 in Lovett Audttorlum.

The Josh Williams Band played six songs during a25-mlnute set friday afternoon. McKendree (right) said the band Is booked
throughout the year, with locations scattered across the U.S.

Country music recording artist VInce Gill is one of
several well-known presenters at the evening.

Josh Williams receives the award for
Guitar Player of the Year.
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From the editor

It's that time of year again
Fall is in full swing- the air is
crisp, the temperature is slightly cooler, football season is
well underway and this weekend is coming
at a great time
b e c a u s e
Homecoming
is the perfect
way to celebrate
the
changing of
the seasons.
Luckily for
all of us with a
Ashley
tie to Murray
Edwards State, the big
Editor-in-chief event is fmally
here.
This weekend brings prospective and current students and
their parents, as well as alumni,
faculty, staff and friends of the
University to campus in celebration of one of the most
important aspects of collegiant

life - tradition.
This year is no different, and
with the theme being the "Year
of the Racer," I can't think of a
better time to look at just some
of the things that make us all so
proud to wear our blue and
gold.
But f:trst, we must answer the
question: What exactly is a
Racer?
To all of us a Racer may be
something different. Some may
think of it as our trusty thoroughbred Racer 1, Dunker him·
self or a Murray State althlete.
Others may think a Racer to be
a member of a Greek organization, Student Government
Association, any organization
really or even that guy you pass
in the quad every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday on your
way to class.
The truth is, however, all of
those and so much more go

into making the Racer. Yes, I
said the Racer, as in one. That's
because we, as a University, are
what compiles to create our
school's frontman.
It takes each and every student, alumni, faculty, staff and
friend of Murray State, and all
the hard work and commitment he or she puts fourth, to
make this University something to be proud of.
So, take a little time to look
through these pages and recognize all the hard work the
Racer has done in the past, is
doing in the present and will
do in the future. These traditions, evolutions and dreams
are what makes Murray State
so great.
Go ahead, let your heart
swell with pride. All of us have
helped make this year the
"Year of the Racer."
See you out there. Go Racers!
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Homecoming events keep Racers feturning
Jason Morrow
Online Editor

Every year, Racers of old and new
can enjoy the events and festivities
Homecoming has to offer.
There are multiple events such as
the SK run, the largest parade in
Calloway County, Tent City and many
more activities. ·
It is Homecoming that brings
Racers of all types together to support their University and community.
Homecoming Parade
One of the first events held on
Homecoming day is the annual
Homecoming Parade.
The parade will offer many opportunities for people in the community
and students to get together and promote their organizations, or just have
a good time. Various floats decorated
by student organizations, political
candidates and others as well as
marching bands will line the streets.
Kelly Dick, homecoming chair is

optimistic about the parade.
"This year will be an exciting year
because it's an election year," Dick
said. "We'll have politicians on in
kind of a competition."
Dick said remembering all students
past, present and future is important.
"Homecoming isn't just about the
football team," Dick said. "It's about
Murray State as a whole. It's about
alumni coming back for all types of
aspects at Murray State. Clubs, organizations, Greek life, we're all a
Racer."
The parade starts at 9:30 am.
Tent City
Homecoming also offers Tent City
each year. This year, 48 tents sponsored by various organizations and
departments will line Roy Stewart
Stadium in hopes of raising money
for themselves.
Tent City offers games, activities
such as an obstacle course sponsored
by the National Guard, face painting
and lots of food and drinks to go

~
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ALL DAY, ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BUFFET

around, many sold for fundraising.
Alumni
Affairs
Coordinator
Sabrina Mathis said various organizations are finding success in fund raising at the event.
"Obviously something's working,"
Mathis said. "We have more organizations that want to be there every
year."
Tent City began in 1989 with only
eight tents. It was also located on the
edge of the stadium parking lot. Now
the event is inside the football stadium surrounding the track and has 48
tents.
"It's almost like a tailgate-type
atmosphere before the game," Mathis
said. "Every year it gets bigger. It's a
fun day, it's a hectic day, but it's worth
it. The students are getting here to
see that the alum still care."
SKRun
The 5K Run is a 27-year-old Murray
State tradition. The event takes place
tonight and starts at the wellness center. The run goes around and through

campus and eventually ends back at
the wellness center.
Campus Recreation Coordinator
Alison Epperson, said the event is
often mistaken for a charity run.
"It's not for charity,'' Epperson said.
·~ lot of people think it's for charity
but
it's
just
a
traditional
Homecoming activity."
Epperson said though the activity
started strong, numbers over the
years fell until somewhat recently.
"Running has apparently made a
comeback," Epperson said. "I've
been doing this for 10 years and we
used to have big races and then it
dropped to about 35 people. And
now it's made a huge comeback and I
think we'll see 70 to 100 people this
year."
Epperson said many of the entry
forms are filled out the day so there is
still time to sign-up. Cost is $20 dollars and T-shirts are given to all participants.
jason Morrow can be reached at
jason.morrow@murraystate.edu.

Go Racers!

Blooest It Best Buffet In Town I
More than 150 items changing daily for lunch & dinner including:

T ·Shirts, Cap, Business Cards, Invoices,
Graduation Invitations, Name Cards
~

•Appetizers
•Soups
.Chicken on a Stick
-General Tso's
Chicken

-Honey Chicken
+iot Pan Chlcken
-Mussels
-Gocktall Shrimp
-Grab Rangoon

·Salad Bar
•Sushi
·Steak
•Ice Cream
-Dessert Bar

·Peppered
Shrimp
-Buttered
Shrimp

638 H. 12nl Sr. 8owml Gooov's AMD Otflc:E DEPoT • 270-753-3788
MoM.- THURS. 1G-.30 A.M. - 1G-.30 ,..M.
r...&.SAT. 1G-.30A.M.- 11 P.M. •S.... 1C)-.30A.M.- 10P.M.

~'Murray

PrintinB

605 S. 12th St. Suite A• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-1110 • Fax: 270-753-8655
murrayprinting@murray-ky.net
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Student grows into Racer-roots
Mia Walters

Assistant News Editor

Kaytlin Young grew up
in a Murray State cheerleading uniform and will
wear
one
at
the
Homecoming
game
Saturday.
Young, a freshman
member of the varsity
cheerleading team, was
born and raised in
Murray, and has always
pictured Murray State in
her future.
"1 grew up coming to
all of the games," she
said. "I was always there
like two hours early in
my little Murray State
cheerleading uniform. I
had one every single
year. It's kind of funny
that I wear the real uniform now."
Young was connected
......,_...............................................___._·__"'-"'_ to the University not
Photo courtesy of Kaytlm Youngs only because she is from
Kaytlin Young, freshman fromMurray, aspired to Murray, but because
wear gold and blue from a young age.
both of her parents are

Murray State employees.
Her father is Mike
Young, the assistant vice
president of Student
Affairs, and her mother
is Jennifer Young, assistant director for orientation and an admissions
counselor.
"Other than working
here, my mom also used
to sponsor the dance
team and my dad used to
be the cheerleading
coach, so I was kind of a
Murray Stare kid," she
said. "I've always known
that I wanted to come
here."
Young tried out for her
first cheerleading team
in third grade, she said.
"I started cheerleading
in fourth grade, an I've
been doing gymnastics
since I was like three,''
she said. "I've put a lot of
time and work into it,
and it's something I love
to do. I did it in middle
school, in high school

and now in college."
Due to her parents
previous involvement
with the cheerleading
and dance teams, Young
said she remembers
wanting to represent
Murray State as a cheerleader at a young age.
"We would always
have the cheerleaders at
our house when I was
growing up, so I've been
thinking about Murray
State Cheerleading for a
long time," she said. "I
love it."
Young is particularly
the
excited
about
Homecoming festivities,
she said.
Said Young: '1'm lookto
ing
forward
Homecoming because
it's my first one here, and
I get to cheer at the game
and be with my sorority,
(Alpha Omicron Pi)."
.
.
M ia Walters can be
Em1ly Cartwnght/The News
reached at mia.walters@ Young is currently cheering her first season for
murraystate.edu.
the Racers.

COURT
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Peddler's Mall
at

928 S. 12th Street, Murray, KY
(270) 759-2106
or

Now Online at:

IJUI'neddfersmaff.com

Sizes Ranging
from
X-Large to 4X
and
X-Large Tall to
4XLT
Located in the
Chestnut Hill
Shopping Center,
next to
J.C. Penney's.
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Our changing campus

University history makes for rich future
Robin Phelps
News Editor

This year in Murray State
history is one to remember
as the University makes
strides in events, accomplishments, anniversaries,
records, plans and establishments.
This summer, Murray State
launched its first YouTube
video endorsing campus programs, academic departments and athletic organizations.
The video link, accessible
through the University
homepage, was used as an
initiative for recruitment and
information guide for the
Murray State community.
"We wanted to provide
viewers with a fast-paced
online tour that peaks their
interest enough to come here

and see the campus for themselves," Catherine Sivills,
assistant vice president for
Institutional Advancement
and Communications said.
The University made electronic leaps on the Internet,
but political leaps at the
Democratic and Republican
conventions in August and
September.
As the November presidential election draws near,
Murray State students are
showing involvement in politics. Two students, Amber
DuVentre, graduate student
from Jackson, Tenn., and
Caroline Cash, freshman
from Fancy Farm, Ky., attended the Democratic and
Republican
conventions,
respectively, and blogged
their way through the action
providing commentary and
editorials.

Meanwhile, Murray State
administrators worked hard
to fulfill University President
Randy Dunn's 12xl2 initiative.
With prospective enrollment numbers expected to
exceed 10,000 students,
Murray State ranked, for the
18th consecutive year, in the
U.S. News edition of
America's Best Colleges.
Sitting among the top 20 in
the nation, Murray State students, faculty and staff
proudly sport "FIERCE'"
shirts around campus.
"The fact that we are
Kentucky's only public university to be listed in the
U.S.News top tier for 18 years
is quite a statement about
our faculty, staff and students," Dunn said.
While spreading awareness about rankings was one

of the historical aspect of the
year, Gail Minger, mother of
student Michael Minger, who
died of smoke inhalation in a
fire at Hester Residential
College exactly 10 years ago,
spread awareness about fire
safety at Hester's Phoenix
Day.
"It reminds me that it's
been a decade since he's
been living and breathing in
my life," Minger said.
"Coming back every time is
always a little bittersweet, for
sure. I think it's our duty and
our obligation to do all we
can to help college students
survive and graduate and I'm
very happy to be a part of
that."
Murray State students, faculty and staff have made it an
initiative to increase awareness.
Also supported this year,

as the Olympics in Beijing
gained attention, was Emily
Hoskins, graduate student
from Mascoutah, Ill., who
played on the women's basketball team during the 2008
Paralympic games.
Fighting through a cancerous tumor and chemotheraPY as a child, which left her
paralyzed from the waist
down, Hoskins picked up
wheelchair basketball when
she was 14-years-old
As Murray State welcomes
an'other Homecoming students, faculty, staff and alumni prepare for a full schedule
of fun, entertaining events,
but not without remembering the history of the
University and those who
made it possible.
Robin Phelps can be
reached at robinj.phelps@
murraystate.edu.

CaHoway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting applications
Office Hours 8 a .m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p .m.

EOUILIIUSIIIG
OPPORTUNITY
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Murray State alumni honored to lead
Saturday's parade as grand marshals
Following careers as educators· in
Michigan and Illinois school systems,
Marlene said she and Charles decidBy honoring Charles Johnson and
ed to relocate to an area associated
Marlene Rann-Johnson as the 2008
with family while continuing to parHomecoming
grand
marshals',
ticipate in University traditions, such
Murray State emphasizes physical
as Campus Lights.
·~s we bad finished up our careers
and financial dedication, as well as
and had lived in the Detroit and
professional excellence.
Chicago areas, we weren't able to get
While the Johnsons appreciate the
back to Murray State as often as we
significance of their recognition as
wanted," Marlene said. "We looked at
grand marshals, memories associated
coming back to Murray State because
with their time at Murray Stat-e add to
the honor.
. it was a school where we still have
fond memories of attending as a marMarlene R.ann-Johnson, a member
of the 1957 graduating class and
ried couple, and wanted to be more
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority, said
involved in the college atmosphere."
Charles Johnson, member of
experiences of watching past alumni
Murray State's 1956 graduating class
named grand marshals lend a distinct
and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, said the
element of unexpectedness to her
and her husband's acknowledgecaliber of professors such as Forrest
Pogue and C.C. Lowery enhanced the
ments.
"We are very honored and surUniversity's reputation.
prised that Murray State asked us to
"Dr. Pogue was simply outstanding
be grand marshals because we had
and would talk about his associations
been going and had seen other grand
as a historian with Eisenhower and
Patton during (World War II),"
marshals that have been very recognized in their fields," Marlene said.
Charles said. "I would just sit there,

Clayton Vertress

Staff writer

Photo courtesy of the Alumni Association

Charles and Marlene Rann-Johnson will ad as grand marshals Inthe Z008 HomecomlRCJ parade.
spellbound by his knowledge and
annual events.
ability to communicate the way he
"Murray State certainly gave each
did."
of us an outstanding education, preA retired educator and superintenpared us for a future, and I guess we
dent, Charles said student priorities
feel blessed that life has been good to
us," Charles said. "If we can do anyoften shift between the years following graduation and advancing in a
thing for Murray State, maybe in
career. To encourage involvement
some small way that will help fulfill
among alumni, Charles suggests
that obligation and will help someone
maintaining contacts with classelse along the way."
mates, reminding them of campus
Clayton Vertress can be reached at
events such as Homecoming or other
james.vertress@murraystate.edu.

UNIQUE MEXICAN Fooo • C AJUN S PECIALS
D ELI S ANDWICHES • BBQ • S OUPS
B EST S ALADS I N T oWN
B URGERS & F RIES • G REAT D ESSERTS

••••••••••••••••••
FULL B AR
HAPPY HOUR 3-6 P.M .
PABST B LUE RIBBON $1 MON.-WED .

••••••••••••••••••

LUNCH SPECIALS • NoN-SMOKING AVAILABLE
PRIVATE R OOMS FOR MEETINGS/PARTIES
EXPANDED D ECK • CORNHOLE

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 270-759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
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University helps prepare alumni for success
~:roct
Patti Jones, Ukldate director of
alumni affairs, said there is more than
SS,OOO Murray State alumni and more
than 27,000 alumni are in SO states.
She said most work and live in
Kentucky, Florida. Dlinois, Missouri
and Texas.
"Alumni complement about the
education and preparation they
received from Murray State," JODeS
said. "I've beard comments that they
have competed with graduates from
Ivy-League schools to get the job.
They are able to bold their own."
Jones said many Murray State graduates, with majors such as pre-medical, pre-dental or business felt wellprepared for their flJ'St year of graduate school or work.
Lauren Moore, alumna from
Benton, Ill., graduated in May. Moore
not oruy works a ss hour week at
Enterprise, Inc, but recently became
a cheerleader for the St. Louis Rams
football team, she said. During her

four years at Murray State as a busineu major. Moore performed u a
Racer girl.
As a manaaement trainee duriDg
the day, Moore said she commutes to
Nashville, 'Ienn.. twice a week for
cheerleadiDg practice. In April,
Moore took part in a three-and-a-half
week audition proceu and was
selected as one of 25 cheerleaders
from an audldon pool of 100 women.
"' bad a hard time clecidJDB What I
wanted to do until I iracluated,"
Moore said. -But I felt my tour years
at Murray prepared me both inside
and outside of tbe classroom. 1be
professors taught me bow to carry
myself in the business environment."
Moore said she plans on attending
Homecomi.ag festivities during the
weekend. She said she loob forward
to the football game and seeing her
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority sisters.
While at Murray State. she helped
organize an alumni dinner for her
sorority and participated in the
Homecoming parade.
Another Murray State alumna ven-

tured down a different path upon
graduating in December 2004. Missy
Jenkins Smith, alumna from Paducah.
Ky., said her ezperience at Murray
State helped her co-author her fat
book titled '1 Choose to be Happy: A
School Shooting Survivor's Triumph
Over Tragedy." In 1997, Smith was
shot in the lobby of Paducah's Heath
High SchooL She was the survivor
who sustained the most injuries. leaving her paralyzed from the chest
down.
·,.one reason I wrote the book was
to show how important second
chances really are." Smith said.
"Murray State was a family for me
and a big part of my book."
After months of healing, she was
able to graduate from high school and
then from Murray State in 2004 with
a degree in social work. She now
works as a counselor at Calloway
County Day 'Ireatment Center.
Smith cannot attend Homecoming
weekend because she will be in
Nashville, Tenn., where she will participate in a book signing.

Misty Hays/The News

AlliiN Missy Jenkins Smith co-wrate II'IIIUto- - 1 Choose to be Happy: A School
Slloollno Slnlvor's Trlullph Over Tnll)ldy.'
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.luJrrod@murraystGte.edu.

Located
in the

lower
level of

New Life
Christian Bookstore
• Free Wireleu •
Open: 7:30 a.m. • 5 p.m. Mon... Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Sat.

270-753-1640

•

Christian Bookstore
I

UJh;(/-? ·g-{)-r- ~J/'
• 5rH & MAIN ST. • 270-753- 1622
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Tent City brings alumni, students
together from every organization
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
\

Tailgating is a favorite part of foot~
ball season for any fan, and Racer
fans are no different. Homecoming
brings out the best Murray State tailgating with the Tent City Festival.'
Tent City is a place for alumni to
visit with their former college and
Greek affiliations.
Tent City, once held at the grassy
area at the comer of Roy Stewart
Stadium's parking lot, is now housed
inside the walls of the stadium. The
event, which started in 1989 with
eight tents now boasts 48 tents in the
year 2008.
"There are many different organizations from campus represented at
Tent City,'' Sabrina Mathis, Tent City
coordinator, said. "Each academic
and residential colleges, Greek organizations, University Bookstore,
among others."
Even though it is held in the stadium, Tent City is free to attend. But,

(top)
Organizations sell
food, drinks and
other Items to
attendants at
Tent City In 2007.
(left) Grilling out
Is a popular activity during Tent
City.
File photos

MAMA
NANCY'S
CABS
BE SAFE, LEAVE THE DRIVING TO ME!

270-227-4888
24 HOURS A DAY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

for non-studen ts who want to attend
the game after Tent City will have to
buy a ticket to get into the stands.
Mathis said even those who cannot
attend Homecoming may still participate in the Tent City experience.
·~nyone not able to attend Tent
City will be able to visit the MSU
homepage and watch events
streamed live," Mathis said.
Other organizations with tents
include: The Women's Center,
WKMS,
International
Student
Organizations, African American
Student Services & Ethnic Programs,
Racer Club, Town and Gown, Wesley
Foundation, Non-Traditional Student
Organization, University Christian
Student Center, the Murray Training
School, Murray Environmental
Student Society. Roteract, Red Cross
Club, Honors Program, Study Abroad
and the Alumni Association.
Tent City is from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Saturday.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu.

"!Jt'4 a ReaJ4, q!U!d Pkce to. S/w,p!"
Welcome to consignment of exceptional quality.
We invite you to visit and buy In our attractive
consignment shoppe which offers quali ty fashions For:

Ladies • Gents • Children
Accessories • Maternity • Formal
Enjoy owning designer clothing at a fraction of the cost·
Beautiful and in excellent condition.
Wear "Sak's Fifth Avenue 11 at .Sak's Thrift Avenue prices!

HOURS: Mon.·Frl. 9:30 •·•··4:30 p.•. , Set. 9:30 •·•··2 P·•·
Court Sq•are • Murray • 270·75J·4087
Cadiz • 270·522·7875

-
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University looks to develop Paducah
land purchase for extended campus
mize our needs in the
region."
Denton said it is safe to
Murray State and Kentucky
expect a facility somewhere
legislators are finalizing the
between 3,000 and 5,000
purchase of the Barkley
square feet. The Paducah
Woods property to provide a
facility will compare to the
Murray State branch in the
new 3,500 square foot facility
Paducah area.
in Hopkinsville.
The Barkley Woods propThe
Council
for
erty is approximately 4 acres,
Postsecondary Education
and is located at I-24 and
challenged Murray State, as
Alben Drive.
well as every other postsecTom Denton, vice presi- . ondary school in the comdent for Finance and
monwealth, to double the
Administrative Services. said
number of college graduates
University officials have not
by 2020, as part of the double
yet accepted a draft of the
the numbers program.
facility plan.
To meet that goal, Murray
"Projects
must
pass
introduced the 12 x 12 initiathrough the Project Request
tive. The aspiration is to
System in the state legislaenroll 12,000 students by
ture," Denton said. "They
2012.
must also be approved by the
Deputy to the President
Council for Postsecondary
Josh Jacobs said Murray State
Education. Ultimately, the
currently has just over 10,000
proposition will compete
students enrolled, with
with other projects to maxiapproximately 7,500 on the

David Borum
Staff writer

main campus.
"A lot of students come to
school and are unable to
complete their degrees,"
Jacobs said. "Life happens,
and the mission of the
regional campus extensions
is to take junior and senior
year course offerings to
neighboring regions so students can complete their
degrees without making
unbearable sacrifices."
Paducah is one of five
extended campuses serving
Murray State's 18-county service region; Madisonville,
Hopkinsville, Henderson and
Fort Cambell also have
extended campuses.
Jacobs said the Barkley
Woods purchase is beneficial
because the existing Murray
State facility in Paducah is
not meeting the demands of
the region.
"We have a lot of warehouse space in regard to the

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

Crisp Center, but there is not
enough space suitable for
classroom education,t' Jacobs
said.
Concerns about the timing
of the purchase and extension have surfaced.
"With the economy like it
is, I am not sure if this is the
best time to consider an
extension," Alex Johnson,
sophomore
from
Hopkinsville, Ky., said.
Denton said it is too early
to reveal the specific impacts
the expansion will have on
the budget and Paducah-area
economy.
"The budget is, of course,
contingent on enrollment
growth and the extension
should increase enrollment,"
Denton said.
According to tmcnet.com,
21 percent of Paducah residents who are 25-64 years
old have some college credit,
but no college degree.
Brian Van Horn, interim
dean of the Center for
Continuing Education and
director of the Paducah
extension project said, "Our
mission is to expand the
capacity of available degree

The Murray State News
October 10, 2008
completion
programs"
because "over 90 percent of
Murray students at the
Paducah campus have full or
part-time jobs. Of that number, many are married and
have started their own families. We must accommodate
their needs for mutual benefit."
Jacobs said the actual purchase of the property is finalizing.
"The next step is seeking
state legislative and CPE
approval to construct a new
facility," Jacobs said. "The
CPE and Kentucky legislature have historically been
very supportive of our
efforts in expanding opportunities to educate, and
University officials expect
nothing different this time.
"To be sure, we are still
aggressively_ recruiting as
many traditionally qualified
high school graduates for our
four-year residential program here in Murray. We
have recruiters on the road
right now."
David Borum can be
reached at david.borwn@
murraystate.edu.

Serendipity On The Square

HOW DO I BECOME INVOLVED IN mE
FOUR BRANCHES OF

Freshmen Council

Campus Activities Board
CABbies

Judicial Board
Residential College Association

Insusga.co111

Designer Replica Sunglasses and Handbags
Tiffany & Co. Sterling Silver Jewelry
Seasonal Decor
In House Monograming
Coach Shoes, Wedges, Flats and Sandles
UGGS
Many QuiHed items available
(purses, duffle bags, wallets, etc.)

109 S 4th St., Murray
Contact the SGA Office at 809-6951 . 270.;761-BAGS
(2247)
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Power of change

Campus grows with development
Amanda Crider

Staff writer

Kristen Miller/The News

Construction on a new Richmond Residential ColleQe are one of many newchanoes on campus.

Would like to invite all alumnae to
The Homecoming Parade at 9:30 a.m.,
Tent City from 11 a.m.-2:30p.m. ,
and the Racer Football Game at 3 p.m.!

Hope to see you there!

As Murray State continues towards
its goal of having 12,000 students
enrolled by 2012, University officials
work on campus expansions to keep
up with the new growth.
One such growing area is
Waterfield
Library.
Originally
designed as a student center, students
have been using the building as a
library for the past 30 years.
Interim Dean of University
Libraries, Adam Murray, said if
Murray State is to continue to
expand, changes at Waterfield are
needed.
"The building no longer serves all
our needs," Murray said. "Because of
the way the space is laid out, it doesn't allow for the maximization of services for the students."
According to Murray, officials are
assembling a library task force consisting of various constituent groups
from across campus. The task force
will assess library needs by research-

ing current library facilities on other
campuses, consulting with agents
outside the University, creating an
initial conceptual design and educateing faculty, staff and students
about modern libraries.
The task force will ultimately prepare plans for a new Murray State
library they hope to introduce as
state legislation in 2010.
Another area of University expansion in the works is a fmancial services center in the Business Building.
The center is meant as a high-tech
computer lab for business students
and as a recruitment tool for Murray
State.
According to Tim Todd, dean of the
College of Business and Public
Affairs, the center is projected to cost
$1.5 million and will include a real
stock ticker, plasma televisions and
40 computer workstations.
Construction of the fmancial services center is expected to start May
of 2009 following graduation.
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.
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znvzres rbe roLlowznq qenrl.emen ro rberR annuaL AOII CRush Dance ar
8 p.m. on Ocr. 16 ar rbe MuRRaY Room ar RSEC.
24. Chris Wade
25. Cody Doores
26. Cody Farthing
27. Colby Davis
28. Cole Thomas
29. Dan Cummings
30. Dave Normansell
31. David Thompson
32. Denver Moss
33. Derek Nance
34. Doug Dowell
35. Dustin Henderson
36. Dustin Yarbrough
37. Dusty Eghert
38. Greg Hunter
39. Heath Lemond
40. Houston Ellis
41 . Houston Morris
42. Jacob Burks
43. Jarad Key
44. Jay Hite
45. Jeff Ehrhardt
46. Jeremy York

1. Adam Board
2. Adam Vance
3. Alex Freeman
4. Andrew Brigham
5. Andrew Grassman
6. Andrew Robbins
7. Andrew Walker
8. Austin Cohoon
9. Austin York
10. Ben Henke
11 . Ben Honer
12. Ben Lemond
13. Bob Hathanlay
14. Brett Barton
15. Brett Welter
16. Brock Dunbar
17. Brooks Santanello
18. Bryan Nixon
19. Caleb Campbell
20. Cameron Gish
21 . Chris Bradley
22. Chris Hampton
23. Chris McKinley

nwy·141 South

47. Joe Gilland ·
48. John Jefferson
49. Jon Hayes
SO. Jordan Savage
51 . Josh · sloppy Jo"
Johnson
52. Josh Coleman
53. Justin Arnold
54. Justin Farris
55. Justin Greer
56. Justin Hendrick
57. Keaton Pierce
58. Kent Chandler
59. Kyle Cauley
60. Kyle Craig
61 . Kyle Willis
62. Landon Brewer
63. Logan Schwettman
64. Logan Stout
65. Luke Welch
66. Mark Morris
67. Mark Stanley
68. Mason Johnson

• • •

69. Max Arnold
70. Micah Brame
71. Michael Fuehne
72. Michael Watson
73. Mikel Headford
74. Mitch Hultman
75. Nathan Adams
76. Nathan York
Nick Bagby
78. Nick Pate
79. OP McCubbins
80. Patrick Fallon
81 . Patrick Wyatt
82. Phillip Fisher
83. Reece Mabry
84. Reed Clapp
85. Ross Smith
86. Ryan Marchetti
87. Ryan Rohleder
88. Ryan Smithson
89. Ryan Wagner
90. Sam Rushing
91 . Sam Toby

n.

92. Sean Espinal
93. Seth Darnell
94. Seth Mclntrye
95. Shawn Jenkins
96. Spencer Baldwin
97. Steffin Beasley
98. Taylor Clements
99. T.J. Hargrove
100. Travis Bradford
101 . Trey Tindell
102. Trey Vincent
103. Tyler Green
104. Tyler Holloway
105. Tyler Johnson
106. Tyler Petty
107. Tyler Sinclair
108. Wes Edwards
109. Wes Graves
110. Wesley Jeuenger
111 . Will Cartwright
112. Zac Elmore
113. Zach Barnard

Semr-FowaL weaR rs ReQurRea

Look for tha BIG COWl

Voted favorite steak

A proud

house 7 years

supporter of

in a row!

Murray State
University.

\\
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Sianature Burgers

113 ~burgers charbroiled to perfection.

Black Jack Burger
Blackened burger, Creole mayonnaise.
Pepper Jack cheese, lettuce and tomato.

Back Yard Burgers
100% Black Angus beef charbroiled and fully
dressed with green lettuce, vine-ripened tomato,
crisp red onion, crunchy dill pickle slices,
mayonnaise, mustard and Heinz ketchup.

15
Come visi~ us at Tent City
with the Finance &
Economics Department!
Combos

Mushroom Swiss Burger

1. Back Yard Burger Combo

1/3 lb. burger, Swiss cheese, sauteed
mushrooms, mayonnaise, lettuce and
tomato.

1/31b. Back Yard Burger, regular fries, medium soft drink.

Bacon Cheddar Burger

2. Bacon Cheddar Combo
1f3 lb. Bacon Cheddar Burger, regular fries, medium soft
drink.

1/3 lb. burger served fully dressed.

1/3 lb. burger, topped with hickory smoked 3 Blackened Chicken Combo
bacon and shredded Cheddar cheese
•
.
.
.
d f 11 d S d
Blackened Chtcken Sandwtch, regular fnes,
serve u Y res e ·
medium soft drink.

Back Yard Burger Double Meat

Hawaiian Burger

Back Yard Burger
2/3 lb. burger served fully dressed.

Jr. Burger
1/8 lb. burger served fully dressed.

Signature Chicken
Sandwiches

1/3 lb. burger, dipped in Hawaiian sauce
and topped with grilled pineapple,
mustard, mayonnaise, lettuce and
Swiss cheese.

Lightly seasoned chicken breast, topped
with lettuce and tomato.

Traditional Baked Potato

Specialties
Gardenburger

Hawaiian Chicken

Back Yard Dog

Chicken breast dipped in Hawaiian sauce An all-beef hot dog served with mustard
and ketchup.
and topped with grilled pineapple,
mustard, mayonnaise and lettuce.
Chicken breast with lettuce, tomato,
mayonnaise, bacon, and Swiss cheese.

Fries- Regular and Large
Chili Cheese Fries
Our famous fries topped with fresh
homemade chili and shredded Cheddar
cheese.

2/3 lb. Double Meat Burger, large fries, large soft drink.

1/3 lb. blackened burger with mayonnaise,

Blackened chicken breast, topped with
cole slaw, mayonnaise and tomato.

Chicken Club

5. 213 lb. Double Meat Combo

Baked Potatoes

Meatless, all-natural burger dressed with
lettuce, tomato, onion, mustard, ketchup,
and pickles.

Blackened Chicken

Hawaiian Chicken Sandwich, regular fries, medium soft drink.

Black and Blue Cheeseburger

1/4 lb. marinated, boneless, skinless breast of green leaf lettuce, onion, tomato,
chicken fillets, charbroiled to perfection
Blue cheese and bacon.

Savory Chicken

4. Hawaiian Chicken Combo

Chill Cheese Dog

An all-beef hot dog served with mustard,
ketchup, chili and shredded Cheddar
cheese.

1OOo/o Black Angus All-Beef Chili
Homemade all-beef chili, no beans.

Chicken Tenderloin Basket
Three tenderloin, regular fries, medium
soft drink.

Butter and sour cream available on request.

Ranch Potato
Topped with Ranch dressing, shredded Cheddar cheese
and bacon bits.

Chili & Cheddar Cheese Potato
Topped with chili, shredded Cheddar cheese
and chives. Served with sour cream.

Salads
Garden Fresh Salad
Fresh crisp, green lettuce, ripe grape tomatoes, shredded
carrots and rings of red onions.

Charbroiled Chicken Salad
Crisp, green lettuce, ripe grape tomatoes, fresh
mushrooms, shredded carrots, chunks of charbroiled
chicken and topped with rings of red onions.

Blackened Chicken Salad
Fresh crisp, green lettuce, ripe grape tomatoes,
mushrooms, shredded carrots, chunks of charbroiled
blackened chicken and topped with rings of red onions.

2 for $5

2

One-Third Pound Burger

,Milkshakes

C••••s far

$8

(Our Nu111ber I Combo!)
Two 1/31b. Burgers, Two Recular
Frias & Two Medium Drinks

I

I
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Schedule of 2008 Homecoming Events
Today
• 8 a.m. to sunset
Alumni Homecomi~ ~If, Miller Golf Course.
Discount on fees. Co · 6/er ~rson for 18
holes with carl For info an tee times, call
809-2238.
• 8 a.m. to 5r,.m.
"Think Tan ''SP-onsored by the ~urray State
Art Department, Clara M. Eagle Ga lef.Y..
International e·xhibition featuring 1>9htical artwork. Free admission. Exhibit runs from Sept
19 to Nov. 4. Weekend hours are 1to 4 p.m.
For information, contact Becky Atkinson,
gallery director, at 809-6734.
·Noon
Pullen Farm Pavilion Dedication at the
Mabel G. and J. Stanley Pullen Farm, located
on fiwY.. 94 Wfeaturing a dedication of the
Pullen Farm Arboretum. All Murray State
Agriculture alumni and friends an(f interested
community members are welcome to attend.
For more mformation, call809-3328.
·Yt.m.
th Annual 5K R~ through Murray State's
campus. Entry fee: 15, $20 aay of race. Preregistrants receive -shirts on race day.
Check-in: 4 p.m. at Student Recreation and
Wellness Center. For information, call Campus
Recreation at 809-6791.
• 6p.m.
Biology Alumni Dinner honorin~2008
DistingUIShed Biologl recwients arold
EversmEflcer, James . Ha and EmiiX Wolfson,
Murray oom at the Regional sgecia Events
Center. Reserva~ons required. eadline:
October 1. Cost 8 per person. Call 80G-7588510 or 809-5600 for reservations.

• 6 p.m.
Tangerine Bowl Team Reunion Reception.
Hononn~ members of the 1948 Football Team,
Alumni ea\er, lower level. for information,
contact Be ~ Gore at 27G-753-8509 or Patti
Jones at 80 -758-8510.
"""

• 6:30 rr.m.
Hurs n~ Alumni Banquet Curris Center
Small Ba room. Guest speaker is Ellen
McCiugga~e '75, chief nursin~officer for
Stonecre Med1cal Center in ~hville, Tenn.
Reservations requir~ed. Cost is 5 per rerson.
For reserv~o~ontact Mary Cra1g a 8092193 (w), 8
(f) or

ma~.craigtmurraystate.edu or Marti Erwin at
rna i.erwmthcahealthcare.com or 615-8478306.

6:30 ~.m.
46t Annual Agriculture Alumni Banquet,
Curris Center Lar8e Ballroom. Post-banquet
rece~tion on thir floor concourse honoring
the 58 and 1983 ~raduates. The ban~uet
recognizes the 20 8 Outstanding Agriculture
Alumnus and the OutstandinN Young
Agriculture Alumnus. Agricu ure Appreciation
Awar~stSchool of A\nculture Sucport
Award s , Agriculture lumni Scho arsh~
recipien and formrr;ockeys will also ,
recognized. Cost is per person. For infor·
mation~ontact Amy McKinney at 809-3328,
809-54 (fax) or ag@murraystate.edu
• 7:06 ~m.
Miss lack &Gold Scholarship Paftean~
OrdwaJ Hall. S~nsored ~~e Alp a Ph1
AI ha ratem· , Inc. Cost: 0 a rson. For
1nformation contact Ronal Sickl:s Jr. at
502-905-2938 or Vemard Dicker at 931-.2205492.

Saturday
• 8 a.m.
"M" C1ub Breakfast, Curris Center Large
Ballroom. Sponsored by Murray State
Athletics. Cost $15 per person. For reservations or information, contact cg,stal Morrow
at 8~3746 or crystal.morrow murraystate.
edu.
• 8 to 9:30 a.m.
23rd Annual College of Education Brkfast.
Murray ~ddle School cafeteria. Cost 5 for
adults, 50 for children. For informa ion,
contact Penny Futrell at 809·3817.
·9:30a.m.

Homecomin~ Parade, featuring Charles '56
and Marlene ann Johnson rs7 as srand marshals, and the Racer Band. Begins owntown
and ends at 15th and Main streets. For information, call the Student Government
Association at 809-6951.

•na.m.

17th Annua1 Occu~ational Safety and Health
Alumni R~tion. ent Ci~. For mformation,
contact Dav1~ Kraemer at 09-2488.

•na.m. to 1p.m.

Baptist Student Union Alumni Brunch,

Baptist Stu~nt Center. Cost $6 rof/:rson
for adults: for children three o years.
Free to children under three. ~-ft:" to all
BSU/BCM alumni and their fam1 ies. For infor·
matlon, contact Mark Whitt at 21Q-753-5771.
• 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Sid Easley Alumni Center will be open. Visit
the center, pick up an alumni decal and view
your brick in the patio areal
·11 a.m.-2:30p.m.
Tent Ci~ Homecomin~ Festival, Roy Stewart
Stadium. ents for aca ernie coll~es,
.Athletics, Murray Training School alumni1
BookstoreG Alumni Association, Residential
Coll~es reeks and more. Free admission,
open o lhe public. Enter through the north or
south end zone ~ates. For information, contact Sabrina Mat is at 809-3219.

•nTangerine
a.m.-2:30&.m.
owl Team Reunion, Tent City.

HosteCI in the Athletics Tent

·11 a.m.-2:30p.m.
Women's T~nnis Reuniqn Tent City. Check in
at the Athletic Tent. For mJormatl~contact
Connie KeaslinR at 809-5407 809- 2 (fax)
or connie.keas mg@murraysfate.edu.
·2:30p.m.
Homecoming pre-game festivities, Roll
Stewart Stadium. Includes crowning of he
Homecoming King and Queen.
• 3 p.m.
Murrav. State vs. Tennessee Tech, Ro~
Stewart Stadium. Tickets ~e $10 for a ult
reserved bleacher seatU for children), $7
for general admission for children and
Murray State facu~/s aff1!{neral admission).
Reserved chair sea s a~e and must be pur·
chased in advance. For in ormation. contaCt
Susan Darnell at 80~3000.

f

• 6 p.m.
Women's Tennis Banquet, Curris Center
third floor. Women'mtennis alumnae. s~ouses
and children. Cost: ~erson. Con act
Connie KeaslinH at
809-6812 (fax)
or connie.keas ngtmurraysfate.edu.

Sunday
• 9 a.m. to noon
Women's Tennis Reunion, Purcell Courts.
Contact Connie Keasling at 809-5407.

